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8. Our activity on behalf of European security and
co-operation is frrmly rooted in F~and's policy of neu
trality. We have sought-and I believe we have succeeded-
to safeguard oUr security and the prosperity of our people
by keeping aloof from the conflicts and controversies
between the great Powers. But in today's world, national
security cannot be divorced from the maintenance of
international security. Accordingly, neutrality can no
longer remain a.np,sative concept. It must also mean active
participation in efforts to keep the peace and to promote

1 Signed at Berlin on 3 September 1971.
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7. This trend has also encouraged us to take a new
initiative on the German question, the central issue that has
divided Europe for the past quarter century. It has been
Finnish policy to refrain from recogni~.ing either the
German Democratic Republic or the Federal Republic of
Germany, while in practice maintaining equal relations with
both. This policy has been dictated by our desire to avoid
taking sides in the dispute between the great Powers on the
German question. As the confrontation between the great
Powers on Germany is losing its sharp edges, and in
anticipation of an understanding between them, the Finnish
Government has approached both German Governments
with a proposal for a comprehensive arrangement of
relations between Finland and the two German States, with
a view to establishing diplomatic relations with both, based
on a mutual renunciation of the use of force and
recognition on the part of the two German States of
Finland's neutrality. We believe that this initiative will
contribute to the emerging new peaceful order in Europe.

Monday, 27 September 1971,
at 3 p.m.
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while not formally before this General Assembly, cannot
fail to have a world-wide impact. Twice in our lifetime
Europe has been the source of a war that has engulfed the
entire world, and still today, 2S years after the end of the
Second World War, Europe remains the scene of the
deadliest concentration of modem weapons in history. The
unsettled state of affairs in Europe has been one of the
central causes of international temion. Stability in Europe
therefore will remove a major threat to world peace.

6. Finland has worked actively for the iJause of European
reconciliation. It will be recalled that the Finnish Govern
ment has offered to act as host for a conference on
European security and co-operation in which all European
Govemments as well as the Governments of the United
States and Canada would participate. We have also sug
gested that multilateral consultations ill preparation for
such a conference could take place in Helsinki. The
favourable trend in European developments exemplified by
the Quadripartite Agreement on Berlin1 encourages us to
believe that our suggestion can soon be accepted by all
t':oncerned.
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3. At the same time, let me pay a trl.bute on behalf of the
Finnish Government to our distinguished Secretary
General, U Thant. For ten years he has served this
Organization with selfless devotion. His untiring work in
the cause of peace alti~ j'ilstice and his moral courage have
earned him the 1J.~'(~·dr.led respect and gratitude of all
Member States.

TWENTY-SIXTH SESSION

Official Records

'~neral debate (continued)

1. Mr. LESKINEN (Finland): It is a pleasure for me to
extend to you the warmest congratulations of the Finnish
Government on your election to your high office. We know
you as an Asian statesman of great experience and devotion
to the c~lUse of peace and co-operation among nations. We
are con~dent that under your leadership the General
Assembly will function effectively and harmoniously.

2. I also wish to take this opportunity to express our
gratitude to the outgoing President, Edvard Hambro (If
Norway, whose performance during his term of office was a
source of pride for all of us in the Nordic commumty of
nations.

United Nations

GENERAL
ASSEMBLY

President: Mr. Adam MALIK (Indonesia).

4. We are meeting today in the midst of exceptionally
profound and rapid change in international relations. The
very structure of the world scene is being transformed
before our eyes. In such a period of transition doubts and
uncertainties often prevail. But this time the dominant
feeling is one ofencouragement 'and hope.

S. In Europe, in particular, there is hope today that the
process of reconciliation set in motion by the treaties
signed last yeGr between the Soviet Union and Poland and
the Fe.deral RepUblic of Gennany will bring about stable
and peaceful conditions in which the use of force between
States can be ruled out, and in which friendly co-operation
could continuously increase. This European development,
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16. I realize, of course, that universality by itself solves
nothing. On the contrary, the entry into this Organization
of several important nations will require a period of
adjustment; but this will be adjustment to reality, and the
sooner it is done the better for the United Nations. At least
it will then be possible to use the Organ·ization effectively
for the purpose for which it was created: as a centre for
harmoniZing the actions of nations in the attainment of the
purposes of the Charter and, above all, for dealing with all
the urgent problems affecting international security.

17. In the case of the Middle East, the framework for the
establishment of a just and lasting peace has already been
created through the use of the United Nations. Security
Council resolution 242 (1967) provides for a comprehen
sive political solution of the conflict between Israel and the
Arab States, a solution adopted by virtually the entire
international community as its guide to the problem. The
Special Representative of the Secretary-Geneml to the
Middle East, Ambassador Gunnar Jarring, is ready to assist
in carrying out that solution. Other United Nations services,
such as peace-keeping forces, can surely be made available
whenever needed.

19. The vast human tragedy caused by the events in East
Pakistan has deeply moved the people in my country, as
everywhere else in the world. Finland has already con
tributed and will continue to contribute to the efforts of
the United Nations and other international organizations to
bring humanitarian aid to those in need, to the refugees in
India as well as to' the distressed population in East
Pakistan. We hope that conditions in East Pakistan could
soon be improved so as to put an end to the flow of
refugees and enable those who have fled to return home.

18. Neverth~less, the peace-making process has come to a
standstill. While we welcome the fact that no major fighting
has occurred between Israel and the Arab States for more
than a year, we cannot fail to express grave concern about
the lack of progress towards a peaceful settlement. This
session of the General Assembly provides an opportunity
for the reactivation of the Jarring mission, and we hope
that it will be used constructively before it is too late.

20. The urgent demands of acute conflicts and crises in
different parts of the world should not lead us to overlook
the grave potential dangers arising from the continued
repression of the black people in South Mrica, Namibia and
Southern Rhodesia, as well as the denial of the right to
self-determination of the peoples living in the Portuguese
Territories in Africa. United Nations efforts to brillg about
a change in southern Africa have so far had little effect. It
must be admitted that we have reached a dead end in
dealing with these issues. This must not deter us from
making a new, determined effort to find constmctive and
effective means by which the intemational community
could influence the course of evenU/ in southern Africa. It is
essential, in our view, that the interest and energies of the
gr~3t Powers be more fully engaged in this effort.

21. In this connexion I wish to emphasize the importance
of the advisory opinion recently given by the International

co-operation between nations. It enables us to maintain tion of the region after the devastations of the prolonged
friendly relations with all natiOns. across the dividing lines war.
of militliry alliances or ideological blocs, and thus to render
useful services to the cause of international conciliation.

13. We are also confide!!t that the process of European
reconciliation now in progress will soon .~mable the two
German States to enter into the United Nations as new
Members. Such an outcome would significantly strengthen
the Organization.

12. We are confident that the Assembly will now at last
decide to restore the lawful rights of the People's RepUblic
of China in the United Nations, which Finland has
consistently supported, and we shall oppose any move that
might obstruct or delay the entry of the Peo-~e's Republic.

15. As for the question of Yiet-Nam, I wish to state once
again the fum conviction of the Finnish Government that
lasting peace in that area can only be achieved through a
political solution ensuring the right of the Viet-Namese
people freely to detf}rmine the1r own future and to be
represented in the United Nations. We in Finland welcome
the continued withdrawal of American troops from the area
and fervently hope that the war in Indo-China will be
brought to a speedy end. With the entry of the People's
Republic of China into the United Nations, it may become
possible for this Organi2:ation to playa constructive role in
the restoration of peacl~ful conditions and the ':econstruc-

14. Further, the time has come, in our view, to put an
end, after more than 20 years, to the fruitless debate about
the rights and wrongs of the Korean conflict and to make
every effort to enable both North Korea and South Korea
to take part in international co-operation as Members of the
United Nations.

11. A frrst essential step in that direction, in our view, is
to mak~ this a truly universal organization. We hope and
believe that it will be possible during this session of the
General Assembly to achieve important progress in that
direction.

9. The recognition and confidence which our polley of
neutrality has re.ceived from all Sides has encoui'aged the
Finnish Government to put forward, with the support of
the other Nordic States, the candidature of our represen
tative to the United Nations, Ambassador Max Jakobson,
for the post of Secretary-General of this Organization. The
Finnish Government has full confidence in his personal
integdty and professional competence, and we have been
gratified by the wide support his candidature has received
in all parts of the world.

10. As a small, neutral country, Finland looks upon the
United Nations primarily as an instrument for the main
tenance of international peace and security, and we
welcomed the unanimous adoption by the General
Assembly last year of the Declaration on the Strengthening
of International Security [resolution 2734 (XXV)] as an
expression of the collective wm of Member States to make

.this Organization more effective for this purpose. Finland
fol' its part is prepared to continue to do its full share in
efforts to improve the capabilities of the United Nations to
make peace and to keep the peace.i '
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30. Unplanned development, a single-minded' sectoral
approach to economic growth without full sense of
responsibility for the indirect consequences, has led in
many countries to a situation where the qualitative aspects
of life are jeopardized. The awakening that has taken place
during the very last few years in this matter has not yet
manifested itself in full-scale international co-operation.
But the urgency of the matter has already been fully
realized by this Organization and, we consequently, expect
much of the forthcoming United Nations Conference on
the Human Environment, to be held at Stockholm in 1972.

29. The international community cannot do more than
assist the developing nations in their own efforts. The
solution to their problems is in their own hands. They
themseives have to establish their priorities and choose their
own patterns of progress and development. But there are
issues of importance vital to the entire world communit",:
Two among the most important ones are the population
question and the acceleration of food production. Although
these issues are highly interdependent, they should not be
treated in isolation from others. They are in many ways
intertwined with such economic and social issues as health,
urbanization, industrialization and international trade, just
to mention a few.

It is in our view of ever greater importance, however, that a
way be found by which all the nuclear Powers could be
brought into a continuous negotiating process on disarma
ment. They do after all bear a special responsibility for the
maintenance ofworld peace.

27. 'Last year, as the General Assembly approved the
International Development Strategy for the Second United
Nations Development Decade [resolution 2626 (XXV)], an
important step was taken towards a higher degree of
integration in the intemational efforts towards progress and
prosperity. The implementation of that programme is a
challenging task and my Government, for. its part, has
already' taken several steps in order to fulm its obligations,
in the field ofboth trade and development co-operation.

28. In this context we feel that, in order to be able to
discharge successfully its responsibility, the United Nations
must be prepared to make certain adjustments in its
organizational structure. A largernumber of countries must
be engaged in this fffort that encompasses so many

. different facets of development with important differences
in accent in various parts of the globe. Science and
teChnology cannot be fully harnessed to speed up the
development process un1~ss a suitable institutional frame
work for intergovernmental co-operation is created.

31. Mr. AlCHI (Japan): On behalf of the Japanese.
delegation, 1wish to extend my heartfelt congratulations to
you on your assumption of the presidency of the twenty
sixth session of the General Assembly of the United

, Nations. I am confident that this session of. the General
Assembly will be led to fruitful accomp~hments under
your effective guidance, an outstanding statesman of Asia

. i who is making continuous efforts day and night to bring
about peage and the relaxation of tension in that area. I
have had the pleasure of maintaining the closest of
relationships with you for a number of years and I hold you
in the highest esteem. I cannot forget the great skill.

.'
~ ... "~~'_ •. '" '-- "r.• _
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2S. The Finnish Government also welcomes the progress
made in the disarmament negotiations at Geneva con
cerning biological and chemical weapons. The ban on
production and possession of biological and toxic weapons,
which is now the subject of a draft convention {A/8457
DC/234, annex Aj should in our view be followed up as
soon as possible by a ban on chemical weapons.

22. The strengthening of international security cannot be
limited to efforts to contain and extingUish existing
conflicts. It is essential to take preventive action by
strengthening the machinery for the peaceful settlement of
disputes and peace-keeping. The United Nations is the
principal instrument available to nations for this purpose. It
is, therefore, an urgent necessity that the financial diffi
culties of the Organization he speedily overcome. It is
equally important to reach agreement without delay on
guidelines for future peace-keeping operations.

26; The Conference of the Committee on Disarmament
b,as performed a valuable service to the United Nations by
preparing a number of important arms control agreements.

2 Legal Consequences for States of the Continued Presence of
South Africa in Namibia (South West Africa) notwithstanding
Security Council Resolution 276 (1970), Advisory Opinion, I.C.1.
Reports 1971, p.16.

24. At the same time it must be recognized that the
continned arms race poses grave danger to all nations, large
and small, whatever their military capabilities. The conse
quences of nuclear war, once unleashed, would respect no
national boundaries. Disarmament requires a truly universal
effort. We believe therefore that the proposal of the Soviet
Government for a world disarmament conference {A/8491]
deserves the serious attention of the General Assembly.

23. Disarmament and arms control measures are also
essential parts of international efforts to keep the peace. It
is often said that real disarmament is not possible before
greater mutual trust has been established between the
leading Powers. In practice, however, we have seen that
disarmament and arms control measures tend to contribute
to the creation OflCh mutual trust. In this regard, the
talks between the Soviet Union and the United States on
strategic arms lk:litations, held alternately in Helsinki and
Vienna, are of crucial importance. It is one of the
encouraging features of the present international situation
that there now seems to be real hope of agreement betwean
the two Powers on a first treaty on strategic arms
limitation. Even an initial treaty of limited scope would
have great significance, both in itself and in promoting
confidence between the two most powerful nations in the
world. It would also give a fresh impetus for continued
negotiations with a view to agreeing on more comprehen- .
,sive limitations with regard to strategic weapons.

Court of Justice on the legal consequences of South
I Africa's continued presence in Namibia.2 The illegality of

that presence has now been clearly established by the
highest judicial authority of the iJiternational community.
The advisory opinion, which was requested on the initiative
of the Finnish Government, should,provide the Security
Council and the General Assembly with a fresh incentive to
consider a new approach to the question of Namibia.
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43. The foreign policy of Japan based on peace is in full
accord with the objectives pursued by the United Nations
and, therefore, this world Organization commands the
whole-hearted support of the Japanese people. There are
some who allege the revival of Japanese militarism. It will
be clear from the foregoing statement of mine that nothing
is farther from the truth than such a misunderstanding.

44. Believing that the struggle for peace is now entering a
new phase, l should like to emphasize that the time has
come further to strengthen the organization and fUllctions
of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace. Japan
will endeavour to strengthen 'HIe United Nations in co
operation with all Member States and will expand the scope
of its contributions to various activities of the United
Nations.

41. Japan, as a nation of Asia, and as a nation dedicated to
peace, is determined to extend a helping hand in the
struggle for peace.

42. The Japanese people, who suffered the ravages of the
Second World War, are firmly determined that such a
catastrophe should ne\tr be repeated. The Constitution of
Japan, which is based on pacifism, embodies that d~terw

mination. The Prime Minister of Japan; Mr. Sato, enun
ciated anew last autumn from this rostrum [1877th
meeting) the fundamental policy of Ja~an's foreign rela
tions, which is to defend freedom, steadfastly pursue peace
and promote the peace and prosperity of the world. Above
all, Japan intends to co-operate to the fullest possible
extent with the developing countries in their efforts
towards development and to safeguard its own peace and
security by promoting the harmony and prosperity of all
the peoples of the world. This point was also clearly stated
by r-rime Minister Sato last year in this Assembly hall. The
Japanese people strongly hope that the big military Powers
of the world, those-which possess nuclear weapons, will be
mindful of their grave responsibility for the maintenance of
world peace and will make extraordinary efforts for the
furthel'ance of disarmall1ent and mutual understanding
among nations.

45. The United Nations celebrated last year the twenty
fifth anniversary ofits fOWlding, and we witnessed on that
occasion the upsurge of a mood for the strengthening of
this OrganiZ~tion. It may be recalled that, in the general
debate [1842nd meeting), I made on behalf of my
Government a number of concrete suggestions concerning
the strengthening of the organization and functions of the
United Nations. I believe that this year, the first year of the
1910s, we should see to it that this mood is translated into
practice. In iliis connexion, I should like to make a strong
appeal; especially to- the permanent members of the
Security Council, on account of their grave responsibility
for the pursuit of the objectives of the United Nations, not
to take a backward..looking attitude to the question of
strengthening andfeforming the organization and functions
of the United Nations.

36. In Europe, where efforts to lay the groundwork for
easing tension have continued for the past several years
through dialogue between East and West, the four Powers,
namely, the United States, the United Kingdom, France
and the Soviet Union, have recently entered into basic
agreements on the Berlin issue. This we heartily welcome as
an opportunity to accelerate the relaxation of tensions not
only in Central Europe, but also in the whole world.

.iliiIilll.. II••••••UIII411 I_a." 1••111IUI;.-.Ii...UIUllIiiWIlIk III l1li11111[~
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displayed by you at the Djakarta Conference on Cambodia feared involvement in war; are anxiously waiting for a ; ~{

in May last year. relaxation of tensions. :jj

40. The peoples of Asia, who for long years lived under 46. First of aU, I believe that, in strengthening our
gunfire, grieved at the division of their motherlands, or, Organization, the possibility of reviewing the Charter itself

32. I wish to take this opportunity to express my deepest
respect to Edvard Hambro, the former President of the
General Assembly. We all came to recognize his outstanding
leadership last year during our twenty-fifth anniversary
session..

33. I wish to pay my sincere respects to our esteemed
Secretary-General, U Thant, ap~ to express my profound
appreciation for his dedication to the noble efforts of the
Upited Nations for world pe~ce.

34. I now take pleasure in extending my heartfelt congrat
ulations to the delegations of Bahrain, Bhutan, and Qatar
which have become Members of the United Nations at this
s~ssion of the General Assembly. Our warm, cordial and
friendly relations with Bahrain and Qatar, these two
emerging States of the Persian Gulf, have been maintained
and nurtured through diplomatic channels or visits of
economic missions. I also recall with particular delight that
H.R.H. Prince Wangchuk, the chairman of the delegation of
the Kingdom of Bhutan, has long been a close friend of my
own country.

35. The struggle for the peace of mankind, which has
continued since the end of the Second World War, is today
approaching an important turning-point.

38. One year after the appeal made by President Park
Chung Hee of the Republic of Korea on 15 August last
year, a first step was taken to open a dialogue between the
RepUblic of Korea and North Korea. The fact that
arrangements have been made to begin, in the near future, a
dialogue between the leaders of the United States and the
People's Republic of China seems to open a new prospect
of co-operation and the relaxation of tensions in the Far
East, and in tum, the whole of Asia an& throughout the
world.

39. It is noteworthy that efforts for peace are' being
continued in the Middle East and Viet·Nam by the parties
concerned, in spite of a series of disappointing twists and
turns. We sincerely hope that just and peaceful solutions
will be achieved as soon as possible by the parties
concerned with true courage and the spirit of conciliation.

37. Likewise, we ere beginning to see a ray of hope for
easing tension also in Asia, many parts of which have
suffered the ravages ofwar and which has been the arena of
fierce confrontations between East and West for a quarter
ofa century after the end of the last war.
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53. It is highly desirable that the Government of the
People's Republic of China co~perate with all countries of
the world for the establishment ofa lasting world peace. In
this sense, we consider its participation in the United
Nations meaningful and we welcome it.

54. However, it is also a fact that there exists in Taiwan
the Government of the Republic of China ruling a
population of over 13 million. Should this fact be ignored,
it would upset the international balance prevailing in the
Far East and intensify tensions, rather than bring about a
relaxation of tensions, in that part of the world.

57. In order to restore peace in Indo-China, there still
exists a number of difficult problems to be resolved. But we
note with interest that the internatiOllal relations Sur~

rounding Indo-China and the Paris peace talks suggest an
increasing tendency towards peace. I appeal from the
bottom of my heart to the parties and countries concerned
to nurture and foster this movement for peace with great
care. It is, needless to say, what is most required today in
Indo-China and South~East Asia at large: not destmction
through warfare, but peace-building and the maintenance of
peace. Japan, being located in Asia and having deep concero
with the changing situation of Asia, is determined to
co~perate as much as possible with other Asian countries
for the earliest possible restoration of peace in Indo-China.
Moreover, we will undertake positive co~peration for the
maintenance of pe.ace in that region once peace is restored.
I should like to take this opportunity to reiterate that my
country is prepared to extend maximum co-operation for
the rehabilitation and reconstruction of the regions of
Indo-China~f1gardless of the difference of political or social
system and to make a due contribution for promoting such
objectives.

55. With these considerations, the Government of Japan
has decided to CO-5ponsor the draft resolution requesting
the General Assembly to decide that any proposal in. the
Assembly which would result in depriving the Republic of
China of rcpresentat~on in the United Nations is an
important question under Article 18 of the Charter
[A/L.632 and Add.1 and 2] and also the draft resolution
seeking to affIrm the right of representation of the
Government of the People's Republic of China, to f\;COm

mend that it should be seat~d in the Security Council as a
permanent member, and at the same time to affirm the
continued right of representation of th~ Government of the;
Republic of China [A/L.633 and Add.1 and 2J.

56. The Japanese Government holds the position that
. China is one, and we sincerely wish that the problem should
be solved through peaceful dialogue between the two
parties concerned. I am convinced that our proposed draft
resolutions are not prejudicial to either of the two
conflicting claims involved, and that they are appropriate as
a transitional step reflecting the reality of the international
situation relating to China. I earnestly hope that our draft
resolutions will be adopted with the support of a majority
of Member States.

1941st meeting - 27 September 1971.

4'1. The question of Charter review is to be taken up, as it
was agreed upon, at the next session of the General
Assembly ~ but I think it is always necessary that we should
go back to the Charter itself in conducting discussions and
studies to explore the measures for strengthening the
United Nations.

',"',"

52. At the twenty~fifth session of the General Assembly,
the votes in favour of the so-called Albanian draft resolu~

tion exceeded those against it l1913th meeting]. A number
of countries have since recognized, and established diplo
matic relations with, the Government of the People's
Republic of China. It was announced in July last that the
President of the United States, Mr. Nixon, would visit that
country. The international situation involving China is ..

3)bid.

49. The recent advisory opinion of the International Court
of Justice on the question of Namibia3 clearly demon
strated the importance of the role to be played by the
world tribunal for the establishment of law and justice in
international relations. The problem of the review of the
role of the International Court of Justice will be taken up
again by the present session of the General Assembly [item
90J, and I believe that we should tackle the problem
positively with a view to strengthening the Court.

48. It is in the field of peace~keepingoperations that the
United Nations has made its utmost contribution for the
maintenance of ~ternationalpeace and security. We should
therefore fIrst set to work to strengthen the peace-keeping
operations of the United Nations for the strengthening of
our Organization. It will be recalled that the strengthening
of the peace-keeping operations of the United Nations was
proclaimed in the Declaration on the Strengthening of
International SecurlW, adopted at the last session of the
General Assembly [resolution 2734 (XXV)}, as one of its
major pillars. I believe tl1at it is an important future task of
ours to conduct effective deliberations on the various
problems relating to United Nations peace-keeping opera~

tions in some appropriate forum of the Gen.eral Assembly.

51. The question of Chinese representation in the United
Nations has been under discussion in the General Assembly
since 1950. In view of the recent development of the
international situation, this question is regarded as one of
the most important SUbjects of discussion at the current
session of'the General Assembly.

50. I should now like to take up some of the pending
issues in current international relations and to explain our
position on these issues.

should not be ruled out. Since I ha\'"e made the Japanese moving r~pidly and the People's Republic of China is about"
position on the question of the Charter review very clear in to emerge from its longiso'ation and to join the inhr~

the general debate last year [ibid., paras. 61-81J, I will national community as an important member.
refrain, from going into details at this moment. I should like
to reaffirm, however, that such·a review should be centred

.OR f~e following four points: namely, first, the organization
and functiont; of the Security Council'; secondly, the United
Nations peace~keeping operations; thirdly, the orgam.zation
and functions of the United Nations relating to economic
and social development; fourthly, [f,'visions or deletions of
anachronistic provisions in the Charter.

,
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by the international community. Japan deeply deplores the
situation prevailing in that region and strongly urges the
States concerned to liberate colonial territories, ~issolve the
lllegal minority tegim~ and eliminate racial discrimination
without delay, in compliance with the appeals of the
international community.

67. The recent announcement of new economic policies
by the Government of the United States and the subse
quent developments can be considered as a clear reflection
of the fact that the trade and monetary system which has
supported the development of the world economy for 25
years after the end of the Second World War is now facing a
crucial turning-point. How the United States and other
countries of the world cope with this new and extremely
fluid situation and what new order and rules they may
establish will, I believe, have a significant influence on the
welfare and peace of mankind. If the countries of the world
should merely mind their self-interests and fail to face the
present trial with a global perspective ~ I am afraid that it
may bring about the unfortunate division of the world
economy into blocs and world-wide economic stagnation.

64. Japan will not ~pare itself in co-operating to the best
of its ability with the international community, in partic
ular with African States, in their efforts to achieve a lasting
settlement of the problem by peaceful means.

65. Arms control and reduction are indispensable condi
tions for the maintenance and promotion of world peace.
Especially, the early realization of nuclear disarmament
would be imperative, when we come to think about the
catastrophe which the use of nuclear weapons is likely to
cause to humanity;

66. I should like to emphasize the important respon.sibility
of the nuclear Powers for the realization of concrete
measures for nuclear disarmament, such as the promotion
of bilateral talks between the United States and the Soviet
Union on strategic arms limitation and the prohibition of
underground nuclear testing. My country, for its part,
hopes that ~he Governments of the Republic of France and
the People's Republic of China wlll participate actively in
the forums of disarmament talks, and that they wlll accede
to the treaties already ~xisting relative to disarmament. .

68. With such considerations, my country intends to
continue to exert, in close consultation with other nations,
the greatest possible efforts for the creation of a new order
of the world economy.

.69 . The Second United Nations Development Decade
started on 1 January this year, and we ale now entering the
stage where we should act for the implementation of the
International Development Strategy for the Decade I resolu
tion 2626 (XXV)], We must bear in mind, however, that, in
the light of the present international economic situation,
the road to the attainment of the goals and objectives of
the Dey.~lopmentStrategy is not necessarily an easy one.
The basic ideal for the Strategy for the Second Develop
ment Decade is to promote co-operative efforts between
the·developed and'the developing countries, while maintain
ing a system for the free and expanding trade and economy
of the world. Therefore, I consider it particularly impor
tant, at this juncture, that the international community

6
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62. It may be pointed out, in this connexion, that Japan's
recent contributions for refugee relief and disaster rehabili
tation amount in total to $12 million. We shall continue
our utmost endeavour to increase the amount of such
humanitarian relief aid as well as to effect its prompt
disbursement. Moreover, w~ shall reinforce our co
operation in extending our aid in such fields as vocational
training and education for refugees, carried out under the
auspices of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization, the United Nations Relief and Works
Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East, the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees and other inter
national organizations in the belief that these aid efforts
will lead to the fundamental solution of the refugee
problem itself. Japan wishes to make its due contribution
to the settlement of various problems related to inter
national peace and security through its aid efforts in such
fields.

63. When we consider the problems related to inter
national peace and security, we should never forget the
continu~d existence of racial discrimination, the illegal
minority regime and colonial domination in southern
Africa, in defiance of repeated appeals and condemnation

59. As for the Middle East conflict, a long time has
elapsed sinc::e the ray of hope for its settlement appeared on
the horizon, and we regret that the pace of progress
t9wards peace is all too slow. We must realize that delay in
the settlement of the question will lead only to the further
deterioration of all aspects of this extremely complex
problem and the breeding of new problems with benefit to
none. I should like to urge all the States concerned as well
as the four grp.at Powers to give full consideration to these
conditions ana redouble their courage to reach a just and
lasting }X:ace in the Middle East in accordance with Security
Council resolution 242 (1967). As an Asian nation and a
member of the Security Council, Japan is prepared to make
due contribution towards the peaceful settlement of the
problem.

60. In Palestine and Indo-China, and in connexion with
the question of East Pakistan, millions of innocent people
have been deprived of their ho~es and lands and are living
in hardship and destitution away from their homes. Their
plight is beyond description.

61. Obviously, the disputes or the situations which have
brought into existence such numerous refugees should be
settled expeditiously, but the foremost responsibility of the
United Nations and the international community at large is
to exert the greatest possible efforts to give whatever relief
is needed to alleviate the miseries and pains of these
innocent sufferers. Moreover, in my view, such an effort for
the relief of refugees wm, as one of its effects, expedite the
political solution of various complex problems brought
about by intensified international disputes. The tragedy of
the Palestine refugees with a history of more than 20 years
should not be repeated anywhere else in the world.

General Assembly - Twenty-sixth Session - Plenary Meetings-----------------58. In this connexion I take note with appreciation that
Secretary-General U Thant indicated in the introduction to
his report on the work of the Organization that the Uilitp,d
Nations should contribute to the restoration and recon
struction of this area fA/8401/Add.l, para. 40j.
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76. Problems of the human environment have become
particularly acute in Japan, which has a vast populatiun in a .
small 'area and is. highly industrialized. These problems call
urgently for solution,and my Government, for some time
now, has been taking various measures to cope with them.
With the enactment in December 1970 of an epoch-making
body of legislation, incorporating the most developed legal
provisions for preserving the environment, the Government
is now in a stronger position to deal with the substance of
these problems. Moreover, in order to co-ordinate more
effectively environmental pollution-control measures, we
considerably strengthened our administrative machinery for
the purpose. A Headquarters of Counter-measures for
Environmental Pollution, which had been established under
the Cabinet in July 1970, was strengthened and expanded,
and developed into the new Environment Agency which
came into being this past July.

75. In creating the United Nations we affll1lled it as our
duty to save succeeding generations from the scourge of
war. Today we are facing a new responsibility to save
succeeding generations from the s~ourge of the destruction
of the human environment, which was not foreseen by past
generations. Since our earth is a closed ecosystem, pollution
and other forms of destruction of the environment, if they
exceed a certain tolerable limit, will entail the gravest of
risks for mankind. Eff<.)rts to eradicate hunger and poverty
and to br~ng about th~ well-being of our society through
industrialization, modernizatien of agriculture and reforma
tion of nature should go side by side with international
efforts to preserve a wholesome human environment. Every
possible form of international co-operation to protect the
human environment must earnestly and urgently be pur-'
sued. From this viewpoint, we have great expectations for
the United Nations Conference on the Human Environ
:nent, which is scheduled to be held in 1972.

77. At the same time, as .Prime Minister Sato made clear in
his address at the General Assembly in October last year
{1877th meeting], we are determined to make a positive
contribution to the promotion of intemational co-opera
tion in this field in the United Nations and in other
international organizations. We were for example one of the
flI'st countries to ratify the latest amendment to the
International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of
the Sea by Oil which was adopted by the Inter-Govern
mental Maritime Consultative Organization in 1969.

78. The United Nations has already established itself as
the for.Jm for world-wide co-operationand collaboration in
every field of international relations. In particular, it is
gratifying that the United Nations is now actively engaging
in such problems as those of the human environment, outer
space, the ocean and the sea-beel, which have lately emerged'
on the international horizon as a res\h":: of scientific and
technological progress. We expect that the United Nations
will continue to produce many tangible and effective results
in dealing with these problems.

79. It is my flI'ffi belief that the right app"roach to attain
world peace is the reaffirmation by the whole world of the
importance of this world Organization and of ~he need for
further efforts to strengthen the Organization by invoking

, the original spirit·which inspired the United Nations at the
time of its foundation.
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should reaffirm the above ideal and further strengthen the
system of international co-operation for the realization of
this ideal.

70. As for Japan) my Government last year established as
its policy to endeavour to attain the 1 per cent aid target by
the year 1975. I wish to point out that the aid flow from
Japan to the developing countries in 1970 exceeded
$1.8 thousand million) which represented 0.93 per cent of
Japan's gross national product of that year. My country will
continue to make positive efforts to increase the volume as
well as to improve the quality of its aid for development)
including the expansion of official development assistance
and the softening of the terms and conditions of its aid. We
have implemented the generalized scheme of preferences in
favour of developing countries since August of this year. I
wish to reafflI'm our determination th~t no efforts shall be
spared for Japan's positive contribution in the field of
mternational trade in accordance with the goals and
objectives of the Second United Nations Development
Decade.

71. Let me now touch briefly on the third session of the
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
/UNCTAD!, which will be held in Santiago, Chile, in April
next year. I believe that th~) third session of UNCTAD will
be a most significant occas5on where the possibility and
effectiveness of the concerted efforts of the international
community to create &n afflu~nt world will be tested. For
the success of the Second Development Decade) it is
essential that self-help efforts on the part of the developing
countries to cast off the yoke of poverty and under.
development, and the earnest co-operation on the part of
the developed countries to meet such efforts should be
mutually co-ordinated and reinforced.

74. Lastly, I wish to touch on the problem of the human
environment.

72. I believe that it is indeed necessary for all the
countries participating in the third session of UNCTAD to
study C.:lncrete measures in advance, with a serious and
creative attitude, on how they can contribute to achieving
meaningful results and thus attain the objectives of the
Second Development Decade. My country, for one, will
explore all possible measures of contribution in a positive
manner.

73. The importance of the United Nations and other
international organizations jn the field of economic and
social development has continuously increased. As we
pointed out hl the general debate at the last session of the
General Assembly; it is vital for us to enable the Economic
and Social Council to act as a pivotal organ for realizing
better co-ordinatiC'n in the work of economic and social
development and for providing over-all guidelines for the
activities of the United Nations family of organizations, so
that the United Nations may effectively carry out its
responsibility in promoting international co-operation in
the field of economic and social development {1842nd
meeting, paras. 78 and 79J. We welcome, therefore, resolu-

. tion 1621 A (LI) adopted by the Economic and Social
Council at its fifty-first session in July this year to
strengthen and expand the membership of the Council. It is
our earnest hope that the expansion of the Economic and
Social Council will come ~to effect as soon as possible.
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88. It is our desire that these proposals and considerations
by the Secretary-General should be considered by a group
of experts appointed for the purpose, with a view to
producing recommendations or draft resoiutions for the
General Assembly.

94. On many occasions we have declared that even some
achievements which seem to be desirable will not have a
decisive effect if they are not attained in accordance with
the principles of the Charter. We believe that the fate of thp.
Organization depends on our acting in accordance with
these principles. Our Organization has at times been
reduced to the position of a mere observer of the great
problems of our time, and this may have been due to lack
of determination or of faith on the part of some of its
Members when they have refused to submit the conflicts
and problems which have arisen to the procedures provided
for peaceful settlement.

93. We have always said that the best approach is to act in
accordance with the fundamental principles of the Charter
of the United Nationss whose objectives have to a large
extent remained unattained.

89. Every year we assess the achievements which we havc
to our credit and lay down new goals for the international
community :in a dynamic process which can never come to
an end, since to come to an end would mean to stand still.
As we achieve the goals and objectives which have inspired
us, new prospects 100m on our horizon obliging us to
redouble our efforts towards still more fruitful and positive
achievements in the history of mankind.

90. We cannot fail tc recognize some of the major
contributions which our'Organization has made and which
have led to permanent and concrete benefits for our
countries in the economic, social, cultural, scientific and
practically all other areas.

95. The spectacle of the International Court of Justice,
which we have endowed with prestigious machinery for
solving international problems, remaining immobile is a
sorry demonstration of this lack of faith which I have
denounced. When we signed the Charter of the Organiza
tion in 1945 we said that effective universal order was

92. The task of decolonization cannot now come to an
end; a second stage must begin. All peoples now fully share
in the benefits of progress which have been brought abou~ .
by new political, ideological and technological values and
by full access to world markets, and we are now all working
for the greater well being of all mankind. Nevertheless, we
must continue to work harder to eliminate the deficiencies
which beset us. Our faith in the international community is
not diminished because of the magnitude of the deficiencies
which'still remain. Our faith should serve to encourage us
to abolish the shortcomings which we have noted.

91. At the present time, as nations develop at an acceler
ating rate, the United Nations has been the dominant force
in promoting decoloniZation. I would make so bold as to
say that decolonization is one of its greatest achievem0nts,
making it possible for States representing many cultures to
attain independence and to participate collectively in our
work fbr peace and the well being of mankind.
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83. Plans involving disarmanlent, especially nuclear dis
armament, that a year ago appeared impossible are today
emerging as positive solution!:: assuring peace and guarantee
ing the future of civilization. Progress in world solidarity
and advances made in scientific discovery have turned the
entire earth into a single territory for development.

85. May I also add our greetings to the outgoing President,
Mr. Hambro, who conducted the work of the Assembly
during its twenty-fifth session with such great ability, giving
further proof of his devotion to the cause of the United
Nations.

82. The resistance born of rigidly antagonistic positions is
giving way to understanding and willingness to engage in
dialogue.

86. This hhtoric Assembly coincides with the tenth
anniversary of the distinguished Secretary-Generalship of
lJ Thant. We should not spare any effort to dissuade this
citizen of the world from his intention to renounce his
lofty post in the United Nations; but in any case, the time
has come to pay a great tribute to so devout a servant of
the international community. His name has already found
its place among those of the great figures who have
fashioned the new image of the world in which we live,
thanks to his tireless efforts for peace and his ideas that
have always served as an inspiration to those seeking to
bring about a world in which friendship and international
co-operat~Qn reign supreme.

81. The idea has emerged that this Assembly w~ be
known as the Assembly of universality. The movement to
achieve universality in the United Nations has of late gained
considerable momentum. We are eager to give it our
supp"rt in an effort to ensure lasting peace and active
coexistence among all peoples of the world.

80. Mr. MORA OTERO (Uruguay) (interpretation [rom
Spanish): I have the honour of setting forth the position of
the Government of Uruguay as the work of this session
begins, a session of such cl'ucial importance for the future
of the Organization.

84. May I, at the beginning of my statement, offer my
greetings to the President of the General Assembly, who
was' chosen by a ,::onsensus of the States Members of our
Organization. He thus guarantees that there will be fairness
and justice, in view of his career as a statesman and his
many activj.ti(;~ i:lS represcn~ative of the Government of
Indonesia in the internationaI arena in recent years.

87. The report of the Secretary-General to this Assembly
on the work of the Organization /A/8401 and Add.l]
contains a comprehensive treatment of the problems before
us. It is all. expression of his calm and selfless determination
to serve the cause of the United Nations. Perhaps the best
tribute which, on this occ,asion, we could pay to our
Secretary"~eneralwould be to recommend that the Assem-

. bly stUdy the text of his message, which summarizes with
lucidity and courage the difficulties at present being
encountered by our Organization, and which sta1(~s the
courses of actio." wtrlch may be adopted to save our

, Organization from its own ruin.
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103. As regards the various proposals which have arisen,
we would add that we are opposed to the exclusion of the
Republic of China, for it is a country which has not
violated any of the principles of the Charter of the United
Nations-a requirement of Article 6 of the Charter for
justifying expulsion.

104. We should like to make special reference to the
question of human rights, the affirmation of which remains
incomplete. Our world is a sorry spectacle of millions of
human beings deprived of the most fundamental economic,
social and political lights. Just as every nation has the
inalienable right to independence and to the choice of its
own destiny without" any foreign interference, so. every
individual has the right to dignity and to the fruits of his
own labour. In this Organization there has emerged the idea
of international protecti011 of human rights. We have
created a whole range of instruments of lofty inspiration
based on the principles of our Charter and in l~articu1ar on
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. These princi
ples have been reaffirmed in various international convc-u
tions for the protection of these rights.

107. We should also help young people to participate in
social and economic development, in the promotion of
peace and international co-operation and in the protection
of human rights. They must be given the proper ways and
means to carty out their obligations in the national and
international arenas. These are rights they have demanded. I

105. Mere formulation of these principles is not enough to
ensure their proper implementation. It is not enough only
to have a Declaration and a few conventions establishing
norms. It would be preferable to have fewer norms but
greater respect for the principles.

106. We have tried to identify the causes of this crisis. We
should like to suggest some remedy. We continue to defend

· the idea of establishing the post of United Nations High
Commissioner for Human Rights, who would be able to
work actively With Govemments for the implementation of
commitments. The High Commissioner would be able to
give swift attention to the needs of our time whenever
human rights are violatea without undue interferenc~.. Qr.
hesitation. If we have problems in respect of refugees in
Pakistan, perhaps we should have a High Commissioner for
Human Rights who could consider the matter and report to
the United Nations.

· 102. The most important item before the present session
of the Assembly in our efforts to achieve universality is
unquestionably that concerning the plans to faciHtate the
admission of the People's Republic of China. Due consider
ation would thereby be given to a large sector of the
population of the world. We t.rust that political and

· juridical interests will be reconciled and that there will then
be a leaJistic consideration of the situation, for a concerted
solution is required whtch will bring about the coexistence
which only very recently seemed impossible.
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100. Our land has been in the past and continues to be a
refuge for millions of emigrants who now form a vital part
of our society. Together in our country, men from various
races have managed to reconcile their differences and
overcome them and have been able to bring about a nation
with ideological and spiritual unity.

101. Arab, Jewish, Armenian and other racial communi
ties have all come together to raise their collective voice in

impossible without a permanent and binding system of this international body. We have repeatedly reflected their
justice. We continue to emphasize this point, which this concern in the abiding conviction that we are discharging a
year is particularly relevant because we have an item on our moral responsibility which carIDot be overlooked, in the
agenda instructing us to consider the possible expansion of confidence that we shall receive a calm and balanced
the tasks of the International Court of Justice. response from the Members of this Organization.

96. From the very outset Uruguay unreservedly accepted
the binding jurisdiction of the Court, and we shall continue
to promote the idea of submitting the largest possible
number of international disputes and questions to our
highest tribunal of justice for settlement. Peace is the fruit
of justice, as the Scriptures say. There is a link between
justice and peace, on which the destiny of mankind
possibly depends. There can be no justice without peace;
there can be no peace without justice. This idea has been
the basis of the thinking of the Holy See in its prepalrations
for the world Day of Peace in 1971. If we aesire pel;lce we
must work for justice in order to bring about a better
distribution of property, and we must adopt an open
minded attitude to social justice and eliminate unfair or
artificial differences which have been created to divide .and
subjugate men and communities who suffer from hunger
Oind poverty. If this is not done, .if we do not resolve this
terrible problem, we shall continue to live in a false peace
and also with a false justice.

97. We are concerned about the difficulties being encoun
tered by the Security Council as it endeavours to discharAe
its responsibilities. The report of the Secretary-General
states that, as we endeavour to establish a system of
collective security, we find instead collective impotence.

98. In the efforts to strengthen the action ofilie Security
Council, a few initiatives meet with our complete approval
and could be considered. In order to eliminate the inertia of
the Council, changes in its procedures have been proposed
which would strengthen the capacity of the United Nations
in the area of international peace and security. On 3 April
1970 the Government of Brazil submitted a proposal for
the creation of ad hoc committees dependent on the
Security Council, for the peaceful settlement of the
disputes brought before that body {see A/7922]. Although
the proposal of Brazil was coolly received by some Powers,
nevertheless it did receive the support of others which are
in favour of the Security Council's appointing fact-finding
groups or groups of inquiry with regard to disputes

. submitted to the Security Council.

99. The conflicts which continue in the Middle East and in
the Far East, the problems which beset millions of
displaced persons in the eastern area of i'akistan and also
the distressing events which have occurred in certain parts
of the African con.tinent cannot fail to be a source of
concern'to us, and we would appeal for a solution to these
problems within the only propitious framework that
exists-the United Nations.
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Session, Supplement No. 15, part three, annex I.

114. The principles underlying this doctrine and its
progressive development are quite in accordance with the
principles of modem international law. The objectives are
economic and social, for the peoples of these countries
would stand to benefit from preserving and developing the
resources of the sea. The so-called 200-mile doctrine is
already finding universal expression and it may well be
recognized in the work of tht1 sea-bed Committee of this
Assembly, which is preparing for the forthcoming confer
ence on the law of the sea. We are' confident that the
restrained attitude of our countries, which wish to demon
strate their interest harmonizing the legitima',e defence of
significant factors which seriously affect their economies
with the traditional freedoms of the seas, will be appreci
ated by otheT countries which still at times hold to rigid
positions which are not in keeping with the dynamic spirit
of our times.

116. The international community, aware of the new
realities in this area, bega~i; in 1964, at the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development, to study fonnulas
designed to bring about a fairer international distribution of
labour. Finally, last year. after long years of negotiation,
approval was given to a genera~jzed scheme ofnon-recipro
r;al prefelences for the developing countries~ and this
constitut~d the first positive step taken by the international
community towards the objectives laid down f'lr the
Second United Nations Development Decade. Let us not
forget that the overwhelming majority of the world lives in
the developing countries. We must not take any backward
steps now if we wish to act in accordance with the
principles and purposes of the Charter of the United
Nations.

117. The international economic situation has been af
fected by policies which seriously jeopardize commitments
recently entered into. The action taken by the Government
of the United States to bring about some balance in its
economic position with other industri=mzed countries is .
only another application of the principle of non-discrimi
nation among unequa1s~ and we have found that this is an .
improper means of regulating economic relaUons among
countries of different degrees of development.

118. The countries of Latin America at Panama recently
declared that it is unfair to have to bear the consequences
of action to correct the deficit in the balance of payments
of the United States, in view of the fact that the developing
countries are not responsible for this deficit.

115. In the area of economic relations, once again we have
seen profound chCit;lges in world politics. With some delay,
unfortunately, we have for the first time seen recognition
being given to the fact that the principle of the most
kavoured-nation clause, applied unequally, leans only to. a
consolidation of the international status quo, where the less
developed countries are dependent ~n those who have
achieved a higher degree of econ.omic, scientific and
technological development.

108. (should like, briefly, to acquaint this Assembly with
the great L."terest that my country has long had in the
efforts of the United Nations and its competent bodies to
bring about solutions \vith regard to environmental factors
w!Uch sustain life, in view of the deterioration that has been
brought about in the environment by scientific and
technological progress which poses a threat to the future of
mankind.

113. The new law which has come into being from these
realities and the economic importance for our people of the
exploration and exploitation of the sea-bed has also led
certain Latin American States, like Uruguay, to take a very
fum position in favourofthe authority of the coastal States
to establish the extenSion of therr juiiSOIction,' a~tliou8h it

10 Generai ,tissemtuy - Twenty-sixth Session - Plenary M~etings

· think we should promote active participation on the part of should be limited to a reasonable distance, taking geoguaph-
young people in all matters and in all bodies where the ieal and biological factors into account.
United Nations lays down development plans. They should
be assigned a role in the execution of those plans, especially
those which have implications for the social, economic,
scientific and technological future of our world.

109. It is my firm conviction that our civilization will
successfully pass tms crossroad. The distressing picture
which is before us is the product of development. It i~ vel)
possible, in accordance with recent scientific findings, that
development itself is, through its unforeseeable advances,
quite capable of correcting its effe\~ts which are adverse to
the welfare of mankind..

110. The subject of the international regime fve the
exploration and exploitation of the sea-bed and ocean floor

· certainly, among the various items before this General
Assembly, deserves special consideration. On a number of
occasions there have been appeals that our work in tlrls area
be expedited in view of the scientific and technological
progress which has. been made in the exploration and
exploitation of the sea-bed and ocean floor, and in view of
the fact that it is quite defmite that even gre'ater progress
will be made in the future. It is therefore espe:ciallyurgent
that the Committee on the Peaceful Uses of'the Sea-Bed
and the Ocean Floor beyond the limits of Natior",ll
jurisdiction discharge its .mission and prep3re for the
creation of institutions and legal norms to govern the new
realitie.s which have arisen from such progress, and that it
regulate international relations in keeping with these
realities and in accordance with the principles of reason and
justice•.

111. The world production of underwater minerals-in
particular petroleum, gas, coal, sulphur, iron ore and
manganese noduleis-haS already reached considerable pro
portions. Geological data prompt one to believe also that
underwater petroleum resources will prove to exist in
greater quantity than corttinental resources, and that the
value~of wodd production of petroleum from the sea-bf~d

will exceed that from other resources of the sea.

112. It should be encouraging and comforting, in looking
· after the interests of present and future generations, to

know that underwater resources will be available in far
greater quantity and that· the groundwork has already been
laid for a regime to govemand control ~hem in keeping

· with a new revolutionary spirit in international relations.
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"It is quite apparent that, internationally, too little
energy and too few resources are as yet being devoted to
the ~lucidationof a problem which is now recognized,as
being of major importance to the· future of society and to
the humanitarian ideals which inspire the United Na
tions."s

129.' In addition to the many different forms of social
disturbance which have occurred in various countries and
have affected a large number of members of the interna
tional community, there has been a widespread increase" in
violence, crime, thefts and hijackings. My country is now
experiencing a uqique period in its history in this respect.

5 See document E!CN.S!461, paras. 11 and 15.
6 Document E!CN.S/469, annex.
7 Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft,

signed at Montreal on 23 SepteJ'nber 1971.

126. The Fourth United Nations Conference on the
Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, which
was held in Japan in August 1970, adopted a dec1aration6

calling on all Governments to adopt effective action for the
co-ordination and intensification of their efforts to prevent
crime and urged the United Nations and other intemational
organizations to give pliority to th~ strengthening of
international co-operation iP the prevention of crime.

130. Uruguay has responded to this challenge by using its
free democratic institutions, complying with its constitu
tional norms, electing its leaders at regular intervals

128. In respect of other forms of crime, action has not
been as effective. I am referring to acts of terrorism and
crimes committed against diplomatic and consular agents
and other international civil servants; there has been a
certain reluctance to give fuH recognition to this problem
and to tak~ the necessary action at the international level.
The Org.:mization of American States,at the third special
seseion of its General Assembly, adopted, on 2 February of
this year, a convention calling for international co
operation to prevent and pUnish acts of 'terrorism, but
unfortunately, we have not detected the same interest or
concern in the United Nations. For these reasons, and in
view of the particularly reprehensible nature of these forms
of international crime, which have in fact occurred with
increasing frequency in recent times, our delegation will,
later on in this session, submit a report and a draft
convention On the subjecL .

. 127. Within these guidelines, the General Assembly, in
resolution '2645 (XXV) considored that the hijacking of
planes and civil aircraft was a form of internationLal crime.
In accordance with this resolution, a conference was held at
The Hague in December of last year and adopted a
Convention on the subject,7 which may constitute an
effective instrument for international co-operation in the
prevention and repression of this form of crime.

"Crime problems facing the world today indicate
clearly the need to intensify national and international
action to obtain a more adequate understanding of the

124. At the pr;;;~0~rt time we do not wish to delve into th!"
technical aspects of a possible solution to the problem; but
we would like to stress the fact that any measure for
meeting the present inadequacies of the system should be
adopted after consultations and th~ approval of all the
members of the International Monetary Fund. In view of
th~ present weaknesses of the developing countries, they
should unite their efforts at the regional level and so
attempt to strengthen their negotiating power and to have a
positive effect on the decision which will eventually be
adopted.

125. Another matter about which something must be
done at this time of distressing social problems is the .
prevention and repression of certain forms of international
crime. In a note presented to the Commission for Soc~al

Development at its twenty-second session in March 1971,
the Secretary-General stated:

.
122. The 10 per cent surcharge 'by the United States on
exports from developing countries affects these countries
much more than it does the highly-developed industrialized.
countries and it is, indeed, a real blow to them an.d has
obstructed their economic development and the economic
development of certain regions of the world, such as latin
America.

119. We do not wish to level any criticism or recrimina- forces involved and a more effective set of solutions than
tions against sister nations whose undisputed international '. are now at hand. In this endeavour, the leadership role of
role we recognize and very much admire. They have made the United Nations is well established and extends back
an immense effort to help the world develop, as we have to the earliest days of the Organization.
recently seen. But we do wish to say that the logical
ar.guments, accepted by the international community, in
favour of putting into effect the generalized scheme of
preferences in favour of the developing countries, clearly a
departure from the most-favoured-nation princip!e,are
equally valid when restrictive measures are being applied to
their possibilities of economic development.

123; In the monetary area, we are also going through a
period of acute crisis. We have noted the upsets and friction
produced by a monetary system which i~ out of step with
present-day realities. We can affirm that the decade of the
60s was characterized by a constant search for temporary
solutions to problems and shortcomings in an international
monetary system which was laM. down in Bretton Woods to
meet the needs of the post-war period. But this system ha~ ;
for some 'time !lot been fully relevant. .

121. We place our t~ust in these consultations; we place
our trust in this dialogue, i'l consultations and in under
standing among men.

120. Although we understanJ the difficulties encountered
by the Government of the,. United States at this crucial
moment, we are confident that systematic and constant
dialogue and consultations through multilateral negotiation
machinery will make it possible for us to achieve a
satisfactory settlement in this situation which, in the
present circumstances, so seriously affects the developing
countries.

/I
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143. My Government, of course with certain i'~servations,

greeted the various moves which led to the cease·"fire in the
Middle East. It had hoped that the cessation of hostilities
would speed the search for a solution-if not global, at least
partial-of the crisis. However, this hope was to fade before
the utter stubbornness of the Israeli Government, which has
disdainfully rejected all attempts to set~le the crisis,
particularly the Jarring proposals and the Rogers plan.

144. This negative attitude does great harm to the prestige
and authority of our Organization. It should therefore UGe

the Charter to induce this Member State to respect the
principles to which it freely acc~ded.

140. The provisions of the Charter of the United Nations
are complementary. Peace, which it is our duty to seek with
patience and intelligence, concerns mankind as a whole. If
Atsapproaches differ according to the interests at stake, the
objective is always the same. Peace must be just and
honourable. The image of troubled peace reflects that of
our own incapacity to rise to the poUtical responsibilities
whicJ1" by delegation, are entrpstecJ. to us by the community
of peoples. Our efforts should be to adorn that image and
at last to give the nations once again that strength of faith
which they tried to place in our o.rganization at the time of
its creation.

145. For its part, my Government is ready to co-operate
in the quest for any solution based on Security Council
resolution 242 (1967). But before all else, the international
cOninlunity must require Israel unconditionally. to with
draw from the Arab territories occupied by force.

146. There is a real chance of peace in the Middle East.
But if it should unhappily go unheeded in the flush of
transient military victories or the refusal to bow to the
legitimate national demands of all the commur.Uties in the
area, then a situation would arise for whose dramatic
consequences we would bear full responsibility.

147. Our Organization would do useful work in that part
of the world if its present efforts should result. in the

139. How fme this hymn to victOl';r would have been if
the courage which enabled man to coriquer nature had been
directed more towards the search for a new economic order
and if, above all, it had been put at the service of justice,
equality and freedom!

141. To restore harmony wherever stubbornness or the lust
for power create explosive situations, to refuse to condone
policies 9f humiliation or of abdication, to combat racial
hatred and the strictures of dogma, to offer occasions of
balanced development are all objectives for which acc.ept
able solutions would be possible if we put our heads
together.

142. Here, the exercise to which we must immediately
devote ourselves undoubtedly concerns the Middle East
where misleading ashes cover a vast arsenal of war which
can lead us at any time into a third world catastrophe.
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estabJish~d by the Constitution itself in accordance with thanks to the concerted efforts of all, sickness, ignorance
free electoral principles, exercising its parliamentary proce- and malnutrition give way to a better economic future for
dures and by giving absolute authority to its high tribunals mankind.
of justice, which are ready to hear any case regarding
violation of the law. The principles we apply are deeply
entrenched in our people and we strive to defend and
protect the rights of all human beings whom we wish to see
frr5 from pain or suffering.

. 131. We do not accept the idea of a revolution against
democracy. The present world revolution must be, as the
United Nations would have it be, a scientific revolution
leading to greater moral and material conquests in the
service cf mankind against violence.

135. Mr. C'SSOKO (Mali) (interpretation from French):
Mr. President, may I first of all extend the warmest
congratulations of the delegation of the Republic of Mali
on your brilliant election to the presidency of the twenty
sixth session of the General Assembly. In so doing, I would
not wish to forget Mr. Hambro whose task it was last year
to conduct the difficult proceedings which marked the
twenty-fifth anniversa,ry of the United Nations.

136. The ideal of peace, which for almost 30 years has
sufficed to maintain mankind in a state of relative security,
today deserves our devoting to it all the resources of OUT

intelligence and all the determination that we as political
leaders can muster.

137. In this regard, the birthday wishes extended last year
to the United Nations in the form of the slogan "Peace,
Justice and Progress" should henceforth pallS from words to
deeds.

133. In con~bating crime and terrorism, my country has
defended life and has fought to improve its standards of
living.

134. This is the tradition of Uruguay, which is sustained
by the life force of its sons.

132. As Pacheco Areco, the President of our country,
recently stat~d, there are m~n who destroy and men who
build. There are revolutions leadin.~ to death and revolu-
tions which give life. .

138. There is no doubt that sinc~ the end of the last
session, human' intelligence and courage have achieved
surprising things. The artificial frontiers born of ideoll)gical
antagonisms which we pointed out have been somewhat
blurred. The political will of States or groups of States to
open their doors to one another for the sake of better
understanding has unquestionably led to a better grasp of
the forces at issue, thanks to a more realistic analysis of the
itltemational facts which govern our existence. This realism,
illustrated by the progressive lifting of the absurd quaran
tine which until now had confmed one of the biggest States
of ~e world, is one of the most encouraging signs of our

, times. The motives behind these political phenomena would
not deserve attention if they did not also concern the
welfare of men. To be sure, science has opened to our
hopes vast horizons whose extent and depth no longer tum
our head, but onter space linkups, walks on the moon, and
other scientific exploits can have no real meaning unless,
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160. The most irnportaut question that can face us is
whether, in the logic which should guide us, it is not time
to put an end to myths and empty inteUectual exercises,
and to recognize that the rights of the People's Republic of

157. I need not emphasize the legitimacy of the represen
tation of the People's Republic of China in terms of the size
of its population or by making ieferences to its domestic
and foreign policy. It is paradoxical indeed that those who
refer to such policies are the very same who support with
their full material and fmancial weight regimes whose
avowed objective is to destroy the moral and human
principles that govern our Organization. The question that
concerns us is to measure the gravity of the wrongs done to
that country which, despite hostility from all si(las, is
undertak.in~, in conditions of order and peace, one of the
greatest revolutions in human history.

155. It has already been stated that political courage
consists in seeking the truth and telling it. Is it not to belie
the truth to believe that the United Nations can advance
towards its objective of universality while denying one of
the greatest States in the world the rights which it enjoys as
a founder-Member of our Organization? Similarly, how can
we be expected to believe political fictions at a time when
their authors themselves are proceeding to correct mistakes
made, at a time when tensions born of ideological confron
tation stood in the way of a proper appreciation of political
reality?

159. We were extremely gratified at the beginnings of a
rapprochement between the United States of America and
the People's Republic of China. We were also gratified by
the argument developed by the Nixon administration t9 tll~ .
effect that it was for the C~linese and the Chinese ldone to .
settle their domestic problems. It is, indeed, neither for oUr
respective States nor f<Jc our Organization to do these
things. But it is our responsibility and our duty, since we
are speaking of peace, not to create other factors of tension
which might make peace impossible.

158. For over 20 years an injustice has been perpetuated
against the People's Republic of China, and yet this has not
prevented it from making its effective contribution to the
welfare of millions of people in new countries facing the
harsh exigencies of economic and social development. The
People's Republic of China has responded to this injustice
with the dynamism and cordiality of its relations with all
peace-loving and freedom-loving States.

154. There are so many problems before us for reflection,
the time is so short and the demand of the peoples so
urgent that only if we tackle them with courage have we
any chance of at last attaining one of the fundamental
objectives of the Charter-to save future generations from
the scourge of war and from destruction.

the Unification and Rehabilitation of Korea and withdraw
the troops which, under the cover of the United Nations,
are oCCUpyL'"lg the southern part of the country, where their
presence is contrary to the ideals of peace of the Charter.

156. It would be inexcusable to make good one mistake
by Ql10ther and it would be even more inexcusable to deny
the onene~sof the Chinese State.

1941st meeting - 21 September 1971

153. The United Nations must, in the interests of objectiv
ity, dissolve the so-called United Nations Commission for ..

150. Faith in democracy and in the sovereign exercise of
rights-which imply freedom-cannot be destroyed by force
of arms. That faith and that sovereignty of rights are not
subject to negotiation. I hope that this fundamental reality
will be understood by the Government ofthe United States
of Amedca and its allies, and that they will accede to the
impatience of their OWJl peoples and of the whole world by
unconditionally withdrawing their troops from the Far
East.

151. The latest seven-point proposal of the Provisional
Revolutionary Government of South Viet-Nam constitutes,
we believe, a reasonable basis for negotiation. To allow the
Indo-Chinese the freedom to work out their own political,
economic and social order seems to tis to be the only way
ofensuring a just peace in the region.

152. This consideration, valid 'for Indo-China, is equally so
for Korea. The contacts rer~n!ly instituted by the Korean
Red Cross services are the latfst signs in the process of
peacefUl unification. My delegation believes that the inter
national Organization can attain this objective only by
correcting its errors of 1955. It is our hope that the
postponement of the Korean question to the twenty- .
seve:ath session of the General Assembly does not mark the ;
beginning of a new strategy on the part of those whose
interests are opposed to its consideration.

restoration to the peoples of the Middle East of their
inalienable rights. Here, we are thinking above all of the
hundreds of thousands of Palestinians reduced by the
political blindness of Israel to the status of stateless
persons. However, these involuntary exiles, dependent on
the uncertain generosity of States to satisfy their most
elementary needs, have not given up. They are the vanguard
of a fight which is our fight. And we would be failing in our
duty if we refused them what they have never ceased to
demand of us-that they be permitted to return to their
homeland and live there in peace.

148. My Government is fallowing with the same deep
concern the developments which, for nearly 30 years, have
brought grief to the peaceful populations of the Far East.
The heroic struggle of 1:1e People's Army of Viet-Nam,
supportf,d by the whole of its people, led to the Geneva
Agreemf~nts of 1954 whose proper implementation would
have permitted the peaceful reunification of that artificially
divided country. The provisions of those Agreements are
binding on all States and no attempt to thwart their
implementation can be justified in terms of international
obligations.

149. In 1969-and this was said last year·-we had the hope
that specific acts in favour of p-eace would follow the
statement made in this Assembly by President Nixon
[1755th meeting]. The tlragic reality with which we find
ourselves faced today is that after more than a year, the
war, going beyond the fwntiers of Viet-Nam, has spread
into Cambodia and been :;tepped up in Laos. Thinly-veiled
!J'lterference in the domestic affairs of States has engulfed ,
the :Uido-Chinese peninsula in flames, where guns and ~

napalm are the nnly elements on which it in believed
pt'ssible to buiJd the greatness of a civilization.
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"118. South Mrica, being responsible for having
created and maintained a situation which the Court hag
found to have been validly declared illegal, has the
obligation to put an end to it. It is therefore under
obligation to withdraw its administration from the
Territory of Namibia."

170. There can be no further doubt that Portugal,
Rhodesia and South Africa are combining their military
efforts.

171. This fal.t prompts certain reflections the most char
acte.ristic of whi(~!' 18 that we cannot respond to this outrage
to our Organiza.tion with ineffective measures. The eco
nomic sanctions ordered against Rhodesia have turned out
to be ineffective if -not absurd. We must be logically
consistent and we must place the responsibility where it
belongs. The British Government continues to claim sover
eignty over Rhodesia. We know the nature and scope of the
mflasures it is capable of taking when it feels that its
interests are at stake. It has no right, by reason of its
specific undertakings under the Charter, to abandon the
people of Zimbabwe to repression and poverty. The just
struggle of the Zimbabwe people, the victims of an
out-and-out conspiracy, invQlves the responsibility of the
international community. To stand aside from it would be
to capitulate to the forces of evil and hatred.

169. The international Organization, as I said, has the
right and the duty to come to the aid of peace at any time .
and in any place. The provisions of the Charter make any
such action by the United Nations legitimate. The provi
sions of Chapter ViI of that same Charter, in my
Government'g view, should be the sole source of inspiration
for decisive action against Portugal, forced to ally itself
with the racist and retrograde regimes in southern Africa.

In paragraph 119 the Court continues:

"119. The member States of the United Nations are,
for the reasons given in paragraph 115 above, under

172. The enonnous resources used by certain Powers to
create tensions under cover of the quest for so-called peace
~lb.ould rather be made available to the international
community to serve in the restoration. of peace wherever
the principles of the Charter are imperilled. Namibia offers
the best example in this regard. The Security Council, fa its
resolution 284 (1970) requestod the !llternational Court of
Justice for an advisory opinion on the legality of South
Africa's presence in the Territory. TIlat opinion has been
given and it is magnificently clear. Paragraph 118 of the
opinion states:

.:",;,~,,:;"~'.:"' ;_~ ~..~.. ". ~ •..~•• : __,. "-'.~" ". ... ;" ,"' ,.~.;[•••••''''>' _~: .-~ .-r-"::,~"· ':-: ~':""';"-1'1"."t' ._~~-...----..';-... _ .•_" : ,~- . -~"'~'-"';
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161. In not disappointing this hope, we shall be doing the
work of peace, just as we shall be doing by reconsidering
our positions on questions which directly concern the
freedom and dignity of millions arbitrarily subjected to the
rigours of regimes whose arrogance, more than a challenge,
is an insult to our Organization.
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China should not be impaired -by voting procedures. We 168. You cannot claim to be for peace and defend or
hope that the General Assembly will take this view since it support Portuguese action in Africa. The support and
is for the Peldng Government to find solutions to its complicity enjoyed ~y Portugal, particularly on the part of
problems commensurate with the greatness of its genius. its NATO allies, help to strengthen the colonialist and

neo-colonialist camp in its -desperate resistance to the
political emancipation of the Terriiories still under domina
tion, ami illustrate without the least possible ambiguity the
attempts of international im~.;v,;illsm to confIScate, for the
benefit of foreign capital, the immense economic resources
of colonized countries and those that have just become
independent.

164. Portugal claims to be defending Western and Chris
tian civilization in Africa. No graver insult could· be offered
to the proponents of that civilization, for after more than
four centuries in our continent, all Portugal does is brazenly
exploit the resources and barbarously administer the
population. Incapable by itself of achieving the level of
economic and social development enjoyed by the rest of
post-war Europe, incapable by itself of stemming ihe revolt
of the African populations under its administration, Portu
gal appeals for assistance to South Africa, Rhodesia and all
the Governments and associations for which a pound of
copper or cob&lt is worth more than the life of a.n African.

165. The world is now in an era of detente. Portugal, for
its part, has learned nothing from the past quarter of a
century but violence, to which the populations of Guinea
(Bissau), Angola and Mozambiqu~ have found a fitting
response.

166. In support of this truth I shall merely quote the
-:bllowing statement by an Mrican freedom fighter repro
duced in The Observer:

162. For some time now international relations have
benefited from the informed analysis of reciprocal positions
and have been enriched by the opportunity for better
mutual knowledge and appreciation. This irreven:ible cur
rent is, nevertheless, beset by serious obstacles condoned if
not abetted by passivity ~nd indifference.

"'~~' .....~. ..•.,.,

163. The despicable colonial system practised by ihe
Portuguese Government, which is unique in the annals of
history, is aimed not only at stripping the peoples of
Guinea (Bissau), Mozambique and Angola of their identity,
but also at perpetuating foreign domination in Africa.

"We are not violent for the sake of violence. But Portugal
has been ruled by violence for mOie than fifty years and
so a certain amount of force seems the only effective
rejoinder."

167. Is there any truth more contrary to the pertinent
provisions of the Charter, and should our efforts not be
directed towards making this political philosophy inappli
cable because it is prejudicial to peace? Ca~onialism in its
death throes always tends to kill more, to destroy more.
Portugal gives us an example of this by the war it is
imposing on the populations of the African Territories
under its occupation and by its repeated acts of aggres
sion-repeated because they always go unpunished-against
the independent States of Senegal, Guinea, ~ambia and the
People's Republic of the Congo, all Members of our
Organization.

r.
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181. Disannament following upon a reduction of inter
national ter'lsions can, without doubt, free enomlOUS
resources th.&i could be placed at thP- service of develop
ment. But unconcerted action that would scatter our
efforts would but c::eate unbalanced situations that would
themselves give rise to tensions. The monetary crisis which
is now shaking the WOi,ld and which affects us all is u~le of
the best illustrations ofthis.

185. ',r. President, in the statement which you made on
21 September [1934th meeting/, you expressed the wish
that our Organization might achieve greater universality. It
will attain Universality by avoiding dangerous compromises
and refusing to shirk its responsibilities. Vou will assist us in
Going this by the way in which you guide our discussions
and by your knowledge of international problems.

182. The problem of the revaluation of the resources of
developing countries, that of the transformation and
expal1[~,on of their units of production, and that of their
increased participation in trade, make nr.cessary, for the
stability of international economies, solutions at once bold
and appropriate.

183. The World Bank has launched a medium-tenn pro
gramme of assistance on behalfof the dl3veloping countries
satisfactorily embracing the most important sectors of their
economies. We hope that other credit 3.:~',ilcies will follow
this example.

184. The proposals made by the Economic and Social
Council in the framework of the Second United Nations
Development Decade will be valid to the extent that th~y
are studied with a willingness to apply them in a sort of
planned economy of the third world.

186. Mr. KEUTCHA (Cameroon) (interpre,'(Jtio~ from
French): Mr. President, on behalf of the delegation of
Cameroon, I wish to join the representatives who have
preceded me in addressL'1g to you our wannest congratula
tions on your election as President of the twenty-sixth'
session of the General Assembly. Your r~markable talent .
and long experience in international affairs certainly augur
well for the outcome of ou'; labours, Your unanimous
election is at the same time a tribute by the United Nations
to the exceptional role your great country r!l~ys on the
international scene.

187. May I also be pennitted to extend once again my
congratulations to Mr. Edvard Hambro, who, with real flair

, and competence,' successfully gUided the historic session
, marking the twenty-futh anniversary of this Organizr.tion.

obligation to recognize the illegality and invalidity of
South Africa's continued presence in Namibia ...".8

175. The present session should therefore go be) vnd
formal resolutions and Byzantine legal quibbling to seek, in
accordance with the logic of the facts, practical means of
enabling the United Nations Council on Namibia fully to
assume its responsibilities with regard to the peoples whom,
legally and morally, it is oUr duty to lead to independence.
We.' must save Namibia from the cancer ofapartheid with all
haste.

174. Suffice it to recall in tillS regard paragraph 1:6 01' the
Court's opinion, which states:

"Thus when the Security Council adopts a decision
under Article 25 in accordance with the Charter, it is for
member States to comply with that decision, including
these membei'S of the Security Council whi~h voted
agai1'.:~t it.... To hold otherwise would be to deprive this
principal organ of its essential function~ and powers
under the Charter.'18

173. Despite the voting reservations of certain members of
the Security Council-reservations which, as a matter of
fact, contradict their public statements against the col~nial

Administration of South Africa-the United Nations is now
quite clear as to its responsibilities towards the people of
Namibia.

176. Statements on the immorality of apartheid become
exercises in empty oratory when they lead to no concrete
action to isolde and bring down the regimes that prac
tise it.

177. The provision of arms to the racist minority of South
Africa can be justified neither from the standpoint of
defending an alleged civilization nor from the standpoint of
any 8~arch for peace. Does not human ci'Vilization rest on a
complex of va1ues~ one of the most important of which is
respect for human dignity?

178. South Africa is one of the few States that regard
injustice and the use of force as the only rules that should
govern the administration of a State and its international
relations. The Pretoria regime, in Cipen rebellion against the
United Nations J is arming itself not only against the black
peoples of South Africa, but against the other African
States as well. If the United Nations wishes to survive, it
must act out of a sense of high conscience to frustrate all
such attempts. The permanent members of the Security
Council which, through their various initiatives, encourage
and promote them, are all the more culpable in that they
bea,,: special responsibilities within that principal organ of
the United Nations.

179 . The policy of dialogue with the ra.cist regime of
Pretoria that has been proposed to us is, in fact, part of the
diversionary strategy to which the supporters of apartheid
and their henchmen are having recourse in order to start an

.argument that will give them a certain respite. Before
prop~sing any dialogue with the outside world, the racist

8 Legal Consequences for States of the Continued Presence of
South Africa .in Namibia "Youth West Aj:tico} r:~twithstanding
Security Council Resolution 276 (1970), Advisory Opinion, I.C.J.
Reports 1971, p. 16.
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regime of Pretolia is in duty bound to start such a dialogue .
first with the citi~ens of South Africa, who are its primary
interlocutors. This, at any raic; is the view of the
Govenunrnt of the Republic of Mali on this problem of
dialogue.

180. The Government of the Republic of Mali, profoundly
devoted to peace, will support any irdtiative aimed at
restoring and safeguarding peace ,md security in the world.
Thus, we hav~ followed with lively interest the ner.rntiations
resulting in the QUlr.dripartite Agreem~nt on Berlin, ,.•1ld the
progress ac"lieved in the talks on the limitation of strategic,
conventional, biological and chemical weapons.
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196. It seems that the war in Indo-China will evolve
favourably towards p,~ace in the coming months. As we
have always said, we hope that 1..'1 that part of the world the
major Powers will act with reason and a sense of morality
and will,set aside their ideological egotism which has
resulted in the deaths of tens of thousands of brothers. It
should be possible to settle the Viet-Nam conflict peace
ably, especially since there is more and more international
co-operation in Asia. That is why we warmly welcome any
policy to restore the legitimate rights of the ancient Power
that is China in the Un,ited Nations.

197. For its part, Cameroon decided on 3 Aprl11971 to
open'diplomatic relations with the People's Republic of
China on the basis of the sacred principles of non-align
ment. We are pleased that since that date many coun
tries-and, not the smallest ones-have boldly embarke.d on
this wise COU1'$e. It is indeed time to put an end to an
absurd situation which seemed closer to fiction than reality.

conflict involving an African country, a founding member
of the Pan-African organization.

201. However, our world continues to drift and these
noble ideals are flouted daily, and intemaltional co-opera
tion has become seriously bogged down. Of course, since
the twenty-fifth session of the General Assembly we have
had an instrument which, in ,he opinion of our delegation,
represents at the present time the most complete statement
of the problems of co-operation and of the possible
solutions. We are referring to the International Develop
ment Strategy for ~he Second United Nations Development
Decade {resolution 2626 (XXV)]. This document, when it
was adopted, was, of course, accompanied by the serious
reservations by certain Powers whose unconditional support
would have ensured its effectiveness. These reservations
have undoubtedly produced in the poorer countries a .
feeling of disappointment and frustration. But we should
welcome the fact that in spite of this bitterness-p,.~rhaps .
because of it-the dynamic nature of our Strategy was

200. People may say that we are mere dreamers. That may
well be, but we can hold our heads high with all of you; for
these principles that we have just enunciated are those of
our policy of non-alignment and :~ley coincide fully with
the principles of the Charter of our Organization.

198. Furthermore, ourJove of peace prompts us to rejoice
at the progressive disappearance of tension in Europe. Last
year Cameroon joined with those who welcomed the
German-Soviet Treaty as a prelUde to a salutary !elaxation
of tension. This year we welcomed the Strategic Arms
Limitation Talks. In addition, we hope that in signing the
Agreement on 'Berlin, the allies of the last world war have
finally decided to bring an end to the cold war.

199. Unfortunately, we are aware of the fragile nature of
these few positive resu1t~, which appear more like indica
tions of better and more substantial achievements to come.
Everyone realizes that there must be a greater balance in
the world, a balance no longer based on terror and the
power of anned blocs, but a new order based on justice, on
respect for mankind, on the right of every people to
self-determination, on non-interference in the internal
affairs ofStates.
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190. If to all this w~ add the natural disasters and
epide.mics which during this year have afflicted a large
number of countries in the third world, with the United
Nations powerlessly standing by, it is very difficult to clair-.
any unqualified success for international solidarity.

9 Eighth session of the Assembly of HUlds of State and
Governll~lent of the Organization of Mrlcan Unity, held at Addis
Ababa from 21 to 23 June 1971.

191. However, we carmot fail to welcome and to be
thankful for both the bright spots that have marked the
history ofthe last few months and certain things that have
encouraged tile inventive spirit of mankind and rekindled
our hopes.

189. We are not going to go so far as to hold a naively high
opinion of the accomplishments of the United Nations and
to feel an unmixed satisfaction in their regard. At this very
time, as a matter of fact, teo many horrors and injustices
darken the face of our world for us to be able to say that
we can glimpse, even at a distance, any end to this tunnel of
suffering and anguish throu3h whi(:h mankind is passing.
South Africa, Viet-Nam, the Middle East, Northern Ireland
and many other names evoke, for each 'of us, an appalling
picture of man feverishlyhuntili'g his fellow man, driven on
by the hateful oomons whose names are colonialism, racial
and religious discrimination, and the relentless pursuit of
selfish mtclests.

192. It is with those thoughts in mind that we point to the
ever more numerous scientific achievements that have been
scored by teams of researchers in all countries. We might in
particular mention the lunar explorations which we all
recently witnessed, thanks to radio and television, and
which have now become almost familiar realities even
though not long ago they seeme< only adventures out of
science-fiction.

. ..

188. It is only fair also to pay tribute to U Thant, our
Secretary-General, whose devotion to the world Organiza
tion has stood up under every test. He has succeeded in
bringing his dynamism to the United Nations and has given
it t~e self-c~mfidencethat heli made it possible for it to dem
succe£sfully in many critical moments with so many'
disturbances of such a stormy nature. It was under Ws
guidance, both bold and wisg,that our Organization came
ofag~ without losing anything of its youthful vigour.

194. Cameroon continues to offer its active support to the
indefatigable action of the Secretary-General and his
representatives in the search fOI a just peace, negotiated on
the basis of Security Council resolution 242 (1967).

195. Tht' Head of State of Cameroon is participating with
high hopes in the Special Committee Crei:l ted at the eighth .
session of the summit meetings of the Organization 'of '
African Unity,9 with a view to finding a solution to this

193. Together wlth these hopeful signs there are a few
major problems which, for many years, have been a source
of concern to this Organization, anxious to preserve peace.
First of all, the fact that there has been no new armed clash
in the Middle East is in itself .an encouraging result of the
numerous efforts on the part of the United Nations.
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213. We will not dwell on the methods and pseudo
Christian doctrines of the Governments in Pretoria, Lisbon
and Salisbury. Others on other occasions have done so with
an eloquence which we could certainly not match. Further
more, we should have very little pleasure in repeating the
long list of misfortunes being ~xperienced by our brothers
in southern Africa. However, we cannot fail to cry out in
indignation against the insolent attitude of those who
trample underfoot the recommendations of this Organiza
tion and the fundamental principlres of ithe Charter. Theft! is
indeed a long ·list of resolutions a~d solemn declarations
adopted by the General Assembly, the Security Council and
the International Court of Justice.

the future; only our continent seems to see its horizon
darkening every day.

209 . Certaitl1y, during the first decade of their political
independence, wmch is just now· coming to an end, many
Mrican countries have wrought actual miracles in the fie!d
of economic an/i cultural development. This has been a
surpris~ to many, to those who, at the c,lawn of our
emancipation, held a rather dim view of the future of 'our
continent, but now they are obliged to acknowledge that
the economy of many countries is beginning to get off the
ground.

210. We owe this extraordinary result partly to foreign
assistance but mostly to the lucidity and courage of our
leaders and People. It has been said that faith can move
mountains. In Mrica we have the unshakable faith of the
builders of society, and that is why we are embarking on
the next development decade with confidence.

211. Yet we would say that the situation in our continent
continues to be a source of concern. Considering matters
closely, we see that Africa is, to a very great extent,
suffering from the typical evils and shortcomings of
developing countries.

212. But, above all, this continent seems to have been
chosen as the place for the lowest forms of dehumanizing
systems. I refer to a primitive state of colonialism and
avowed policies of racial discrimination.

214. However, not only do South Africa and Portugal care
little for these, but in their countries they have casually:
developed these odious policie~ and the result Is that for
tens of millions of Africans a kind of concentration camp
has been produced, and a more aggressive attitude towards
free and independent countries has been brought about.

215. Following their example, the illegal regime in Salis
bury has for a number of years been consolidating its
usurped power, with the complicity of those who have <

proclaimed that they have long been the champions of
freedom and equality among men..

216. The treacherous voices of racists have arisen, offering'
economic and military co-oPeration, but the sQle purpose is
to destroy our brothers who are fighting for the dignity of
men, all men, and for the honour of Africa. If we were to .
go along with them: we should be abandoning the just.
struggle that our People have undertaken throughout the

. entire continent, only because we are poor and because
capital is being offered tll us.
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206. Cameroon, for its part, is prepared to participate in
any negotiations towards this end in a realistic spirit. We
shall do so with great conviction; for, in our opinion, the
deterioration in the terms of trade-as has been so correctly
stated-is unquestionably but a new form of colonialism.
You are already aware that my country has always fought
and will continue to fight against all forms of colonialism
and racial discrimination. It was in accordance with the
fundamental tenet of our policy and in close co-cperation
with the United Nations that the city of Yaounde, in june
of this year, provided accommodation for the symposium
on the evils of racial discrimination,1 0 of which you are
aware. We are pleased to say that although little was made
of the results of this meeting, which brought together
distinguished personalities from many countries, they were
nonetheless outstanding, and the report which the compe
tent services of our Organization will give you on this
subject will surely convince you of that more than I could.

207. We believe that more initiatives of tlus kind should
be taken in order to promote continually the thinking of all
those who, throughout the world, are fighting against the
unholy alliance of the forces of racial or colonialist
oppression.

205. It is indeed high time that the recommendations
which we adopted in this Organization became programmes
of action. These recommendations primarily concern inter
national trade, basic commodities, the transfer of resources,
the relation between official and private aid and the
transfer of science and technology.

208. I should like to take this opportunity to state once
more our concern about the ~ituation wmch prevails in
Africa. Even in areas of extreme tension rays of hope seem
to be appearing wmch point to favourable developments in

, I

204. Thus far, alas, his seems to have been a voice in the
wilderness. Concern for the well.being of all men seems to
have receded into the background in the conscience of the
Governments of most countries, and especially the well·to
do countries, while the virus of the a.rms race has extended
its destruction. even to areas where hunger and ignorance
continue to exist.

202. It is especially urgent that the thinking of people
should be.. changed since the inequalities between the
develoPed and developing countries have become more
accentuated, thus giving rise to a duality harmful to peace.

203. How can we fail to express once again our gratitude
to the Secretary·General, who has always endeavoured to
sound the alarm about this dangerous division between the
"haves" and the "have-nots"?

'10 Seminar on measures to be taken on the national level for the
implementation of United Nations instruments aimed at combating
llnd eliminating racial diSCrimination and for the promotion of
'.tarmonious race relabc:as: symposium on the evils .of racial
discrimination, held.at Yaounde from 16 to 29 June 1971. :

safeguarded. That is why we would appeal to one and all to
remove their reservations, and we trust that all the partners
will demonstrate their political determination and collective
will without which the goals and objectives of our Strategy, .

will remain mere pious hopes.

'f

7'.I'
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231. Southern Africa is, for the most part, bowed under
the threat imposed by a coalition of selfish and contempt
ible interests which join the proponents of apartheid in
Pretoria and Salisbury with the decadent colrmialists of
Portugal.

232. The Zionist troops, which enjoy unconcealed benevo- '
lence in certain quarters, continue to occupy with impunity
vast territories belonging to countries that are the victims of
cowardly aggression, indignantly condemned by all those
who, ill the interest of peace and harmony among peoples,
wish to see the United Nations survive.

229. We should also like to take this opportunity of
extending a warm welcome and hearty congratulations to
the States of Bahrain, Qatar and Bhutan which have just
been admitted to membership in our Organization. We are
sure that these countries will make a positive cnntribution
to the strengthening of peace and to understanding among
peoples.

230. The twenty.gixth session of the General Assembly is
meeting at a time when grave conflicts continue to threaten
international peace and security. Senseless colonial wars are
still being waged in various parts of Africa and Asia
continents chosen by international imperialism as sites for
conducting power struggle and for creating hotbeds of war.

225. These countries can no longer be complacent about
the tragedy of under-development and colonialism which is
taking place before our eyes, for man's struggle must be a
total struggle. No one man can be truly free as long as any
man ~s denied his ripUt to achieve happiness.

226. This is the conviction o~the people and Government
of Cameroon and was also the conViction of those who
created the United Nations. The fact that we are all
gathered together here certainly proves that they were not
merely Utopians and that man may yet bring about his own
salvation.

227. Mr. OULn MOUKNASS (Mauritania) (interpretation
from Frencr.): Mr. President, I should like to express the
satisfaction of the Islamic Republic of Mauritania at the
mark of confidence and admiration displayed by the whole
membership of the United Nations in entt'usting to you the
presidency of the twenty-sixth session of the General

. Assembly. Such 1m honour is, above all, a deserved tribute
to your outstanding qualities, which ate well known to all
those who have had the privilege to appreciate your talents
and qualities as a statesman. Your election to this high
office also testifies to the deep respect that the interna
tional community feels for your country, for the people of
Indonesia, and for its distinguished leaders. My delegation
wishes to take this opportunity of extending to you its
warmest congratulations and assuring you of its full and
unstinting co-operation.

228. My delegation also wishes to pay a warm tribute to
Mr. Edvard Hambro for the dedication and exceptional
ability with which he conducted the proceedings of the
General Assembly at its twenty~fifth session.

224. Can we really hope that soon all countries will agree
that this crucial problem is related to those of world
balance and to the problem of development-in short, to
the problem of universal peace? The peoples of most of the
countries which are now considered the' wealthiest have

223. The subtle distinction between defensive and offen
sive weapons means at the very most that some weapons are
to be used against the Mrican liberation movements and
others against independent States. The Republic of Guinea
and the Republic of Senegal have already had some sorry
experiences in this connexion, and other States are now
being threatened.

218. That is why we would once again appeal to all
peace-loving and justice-loving men to give unreserved
support to' our action within the Organization of African
Unity. We remember-and it is a source of great solace to
us-that this Assembly almost unanimously adopted and
endorsed the principles behind this action. My delegation is
proud to say that it was on a proposal of its Chief of State,
H.E. E1 Hadj Ahmadou Ahijo, speaking her.e [1780th
meeting], on behalf of all his peers in the pan-African
organization, that the General Assembly at its twenty
fourth session adopted the Manifesto on Southern
Africa.11

220. Of course, the maintenance of peace should continue
to be the permanent concern of all States; but it cannot be
said often enough that the structure and functioning of this
Organization are such as to give certain Powers a special
responsibility, towards history.

217. As far as Cameroon is C\Qncerned, its President, its long fought against oppression, social injustice and racial
Government and its people have already given a categorical discrimination and have endured the worst kind of suffering
refusal to these offers. We are convinced that Africa, which in order to bring about a really humanitarian society.
has already suffered so much but which for, the past ten
years has been d6termined to do away with colonialism
once and for all, will not capitulate. We will not go to
Canossa.

222. From this rostrum we 'would point to the tremen
dous quantities of capital invested hy colonialist and
segregationist enterprises in southern Africa and the great
instruments of death that are furnished in growing quanti
ties to the Governments in Usbon -and Pretoria, which are
both aiming to strengthen colonialism and racial oppres
sion.

219. We do not believe that that document has become
irrelevant for any of the States that gave us their support.
We have great difficulty in understanding the military and
legal quibblings of certain Powers which know that without
their moral and material support South Africa and Portugal
could not wage the genocidal war which they have been
pursuing in Africa.

, 11 See officiOl Records of the General Assembly, TwentY-fourth
, Session, Annexes, agenda item 106, document A/7754.

,221. It was in full awareness of this that two years ago the
Organization of African Unity tried toinforrn world public
opinion about the real nature of the sacrifices of the
freedom fighters and endeavoured to awaken the con
science of the world.
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247. Without the assistance of certain countries, it would
be more difficult for the Portuguese oppressors to carry on
a criminal colonial war in a distant land, which is a burden

·'roo

246. The party and Government of Mauritania wish
forcefully to reaffirm their support for their brothers
fighting with determination in Angola, Mozambique,
Gu.... :1 (Bissau), Zimbabwe, Namibia and Sou~h Africa, to
recover their independence, and to exact respect for their
dignity and their fundamental rights as free men.

245. The people and Government of the Islamic Republic
of Mauritania, being profoundly anti-colonialist and anti
imperialist, view with concern tile powerlessness to which
the racist minorities in'southern Africa 9 proponents of the
deplorabie doctrine ofapartheid like the Zionist authorities
in Tel Aviv, have reduced our Organization.

242. My country, a militant member of the Organization
of African Unity, makes common cause with all brother
countries of. Africa in facing the difficulties .they may
encounter while working to strengthen their independence
and unity.

"It is in thi!) context that, profoundly convinced that
the development of our continent requirestherol"!,~cllda

tion of its unity, we are working tireles:.~ly to erect
str'.,ctures which will promote the best inter-African
co-operation."

241. This clearly shows that it has always been our
ambition, in the past as well as today, to represent an
element of stability and concord in our geographical area,
thereby contributing to the maintenance of peace and
understandingo.mong peoples. The attainment of these
objectives, consistently and resolutely pursued by the
people and Government of the Islamic Republic of Mauri
tania, will, we are convinced., be in the best interests of the
African continent.

244. In this spirit, and taking into account the tripartite
conference of Nouadhibou, which in September 1970
brought together the heads of State of Algeria, Morocco
and Mauritania, the problem of the decolon~tion of
so-called "Spanish Sahara" will now be approached jointly
by the three countries neighbouring the S~hara on the one
hand, and Spain on the other. We are convinced that a
constructive attitude on the part of the Spanish Govern
ment would still further strengthen th~ friendship and the .
many traditional bonds that unite Spain with the north
west African sub-region asa whole.

243. With regard to decolonization, it is sad to see that
after 26 years of effort, the United Nations has still not
succeeded in Pl'ltting an end to colonialism. However, we
should not overlook certain positive results achieved in this
field as a result of United Nations action. We should like to
hope that all chose who have had to live in a colonial
situation will make the necessary effort to understand the
irreversible nature of decolonization.
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human and cultural currents which have fused in a
crucible of examplary complemen~ 1:llities, predisposing us
to play a spec~,ll role in elaborating the guidelines of the
African renaissance.

237. As a small country belonging ~o the under-developed
world, the Islamic Republic of Mauritania has every reason
to feel deeply the necessity to maintain peace, stability and
harmony among p~oples. This profound reality is the
reason why we chos,e, as the basis for our foreign policy,
non-alignment as defined by the Mauritanian People's Party
and applied by the Govem1Jlent of the Islamic Republic of
Mauritania.

11.

"History and geography give Mauritania a privileged
place, that of a meeting-ground par excellence, of fertile

238. That is why our activities, which reflect the profound
aspirations of our people, are always guided by a concern to
establish, strengthen and expand liiendly and co-operative
relations with everyone, while r..,fusing to engage in the
politics of hegemony.

239. We believe that this policy of non-alignment that the
Islamic Republic of Mauritania applies both cn the contin
ent of Africa and elsewhere by no means excludes the
possibility of concerted action and fruitful co-operation
between our country and any otner State, whether a
neighbour of the Islamic Republic or not. In a climate cf
confidence, such r.onsultations and co-ope<"':~on can lead to
agreements that respect the interests of ea..1~ of the parties,
or to a common position flowing from a common destiny
or any other valid and legitimate reason. Such undertakings,
which our country, true to itself and to tpe sens~ of dignity
and honour characteristic of the Mauritanian people, will
faithfully observe, undoubtedly constitute an important
and concrete contribution to the quest for and the
maintenance of peace in the struggle against under-develop
ment.

236. These are all matters of grave concern to the reople
and Government of the Islamic Republic of Mauritania, and
to all peace- and justice-loving peoples and Governments
genuinely interested in the strengthening of international
security.

235. At the socio-economic level, the dangerous imbalance
created by the widening gap which divides the world into
wealthy ~ountries and uno\er-developed countries continues
to grow.

240. The party and the Government of Mauritania will
never lose sight of the role imposed on them by the
geographical position of Mauritania and by the ethnic
composition of its population. This fundamental idea was "
once again rt7called in the National Assembly by the
Mauritanian h~ad of State who, in November 1970, said:

233. An unjust war continues to rage in Viet,.Nam,
Cambodia and Laos, imposing great suffering and consider"
able material loss on the peoples of Indo-China whose crime
is a wish to enjoy their legitimate right freely to choose
their own destmy.

234. The fl':/storation of the lawful rights of one of the
greatest Powers of our times and a founder Member of the ,
United Nations is becoming an absolute necessity if we wish
to arrive at real international detente and to put :!n end to I

the inhuman sufferings endured by the peoples of Indo
China for over 20 years.
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262. The people and Government of Mauritania unreserv
edly support the people and the Provisional Revolutionary
Government of South Viet-Nam in their heroic struggle for
the dignity and liberty of the Viet..Namese. Nevertheless it
is still our hope that the Paris conference on Viet-Nam,
despite the extreme leisureliness of the proceedings. will in

254. This sltuaticm constitutes a flagrant 'Violation of the
prInciples of just.ioe, equality and territorial integrity of
States nnd of absolute respeot for their sovereignty,
principles which are the very crux of our Organization.

255; The people and Government of the Islamic RepUblic
of Mauritania pay admiring tribute to the heroic resistance
of the peoplce of these territories hI the face of their
Zionist oppressors. The legitimate liberation struggle carried
on by the Palestinian people to recover their usurped
homeland is aotively supported by Mauritania and by all
freedom.. and justice-loving peoples.

256. It is vitally important to understand that if the
pertinent decisions of the Security Council are not imple
mented without delay and if the slightert change is made in
the frontiers as they existed before 7 June 1967, our
Organization will lose not only any chance of controlling
the explosive situation 1n the Middle East, but also the
confidence of mankind, the source of its authority.

257. However, we venture to hope that the efforts of the
great Powers, working with the Secretary·General's Special
Representative, Mr. Jarring. will be of help in finding a
solution to this painful problem in conformity with
Security Council resolution 242 (1967). We also hope that
the "mission of Wise men" of the Organization of African
Unity wiJl produce positive results with a view to a just and
lasting solution of the conflict.

258. The dangl}rous situation in the Middle East should
not make us forget the heroic struggle resolutely carried on
by the Indo-Chinese peoples of Viet-Nam, Cambodia and
Laos to ensure respect for their sacred right to choose their
own destiny freely.

259. A dramatic and dangerous situation exists :in Cam
bodia where foreign forces are opposing the legitimate
aspirations of the valiant Khmer people, who are struggling
to win their freedom and dignity.

260. The GovemmeEt and people of Mauritania assure the
Government of the National Union of Cambodia of their
unfailing solidarity and support.

261. All justice-loving peoples must continue their struggle
for the restoration of peace in Indo-China. Such peace will
be effective only after the total withdrawal of United States
troops and those of other foreign countries and when the
interested parties have accepted the recent seven-point
Government of South Viet-Name In any event, it is certain
t~at the Viet-Namese people, strong becauae their cause is
just, will in the end inevitably triumph over all the obstacles

.on their road to independence and freedom.

on the slender re.ourCC$ of a country ranking among the and invalid decision taken by the Zionistauthotlties as
poorest in theworld.regards the annexation of the Arab part of the (lity of

Jerusalem.
248. I shouldUko to tuke tWs opportunity to say how
"cry concerned the Mauritanian people, its party and its
Government are at tho persIstent cowardly and criminal
attempts at aggression made by Portuguese itnpednllsm at
bay against our sister republic of Guinea. We strongly
\condemn this desire for nco-colonialist reconquest of an
indopendent African country t whose inhabitants, united in
its vnnguord party. the Parti ddrnocratique de Quince. an
ofC-shoot of the Rnsscmblement dcmoOrtltique africain;
hnvo nlways dofended the indepondence and dignity of
Africans with couruge and determination. We reqfflrm our
common dostiny with our brothers in Guinoa and with the
Gulnclm party nnd Govcmmont; moro thun ever, OUt
soUdnrlty is absolute.

249. Portugal does not limit itself to the pernlanent
tc)tlsion i~ has created In Guinea but is extending its
nctivlties to tho territory of Senegal us well. In its
(lotf'mnination to mn£ntain a {~~jC1ldent hegemony, which is
rojected by the contin~nt of Afden. Portugal is extending
its attempts at intimidation to the courageous Senegalese
on the borders of Guinea (Bissau). Peaceful villages are now
accustomed to the stench of 'naflalm~ whole families are
forced to leave their destroyed homes. Such is the picture
of the flight of our innocent Senegalese brothers. This
forced exodus of these people is tragically reminiscent of
thnt endured by the Palestinian people since 1948.

250. It is inadmissible that the international community
should accept such l\ situation. More specifically, the
permanent members of the Security Council have the
urgent duty to take the necessary steps to ensure that
Lisbon)s troops leave this African territory, thus putting an
end to the colonization of Senegal and to a permanent
threat to its territorial integrity and sovereignty.

251" .My country protests with indignation this policy of
the outrageous Lisbohregim"e and assures the people and
Government of Senegal of its total and active solidarity.

252. In other parts of Africa, oppression and racial
discrimination elevated to a system of government are
practised in Namibia. Pretoria's troops continue to occupy
that territory with impunity, in defiance of the pertinent
resolutions of the Security Council and of the recent
opinion of the International Court of Justice. It is now up
to the Security Council to devise practical arrangements
whereby the people ofthat Territory may choose freely the
national political institutions they desire.

253. In the Middle &st.," ,the: Zionist authorities of·Tel
Aviv continue to trample the fundamental-principles of the
Charter and the decisions of this Organization; their troops
continue to enjoy the fruit of their aggression. The vast
tetritories of the Arab Republic of Egypt, the Arab
Republic of Syria and the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan
eontinue to be subjected to barbarous military occupation.
The burning of the Al-Aqsa Mosque a year ago roused the
indignation of almost the whole world. This fire, for which

, -the Zionist occupation authorities a,re entirely responsible,
reminded the world of the grave threat to the holy places of
Islam1 Christianity and Judaism represented by the illegal

\
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279. So far as the African continent is concerned, the
people and Government of Mauritania believe that coun~ .

273. It would he unthinkable for my delegation to address
this distingUished Assembly without mentioning the con-

. cern we feel at the grave economic and social problems now
tragically confronting the developing countries. It is regret
table that, in this sphere so crucial to the improvement of
international relations, co-operat;on among Peoples is
cruelly lacking. The disappointing results of the United
Nations Conference on Trade and Development, the failure
of the First United Nations Development Decade, have
revealed the absence of political will to take the necessary
steps to establish, in the interests of all Member States,
genuine international co-operation. In these circumstances,
with the fluctuations in primary commodity prices and the
constant increase in the price of manufactured goods, the
gulf, already scandalous, continues to grow.

274. Our Organization must redouble its efforts and
ensure that great Power rivalry is carried on in the peaceful
and inspiring field of scientific research in the service of
mankind.

275. While we welcome achievements in the field of space,
which open great vistas before mankind-distant, certainly,
but exciting indeed-it is necessary first of all to ease the
sufferings of a large part of mankind which is bowed
beneath the weight of poverty, ignoranc~ and despair. The
considerable funds spent on the conquest of space could
contribute to the welfare of man on earth and to his
harmonious development.

276. For its part, the Islamic Republic of Mauritania is
convinced that no country can truly triumph over under
development without a liyely awareness of the real and,
indeed, tremendous efforts and sacrifices that must be
made at the national and individual level. That is why we
should like to say how keenly aware we are that we have to
count on ourselves before we count on others. Mauritania
believes that the countries of the third world should not
take the easy yet risky course of looking to foreign aid for
everything.

277. Industrialized countries of course, in their own
long-term interest and that of all mankind, owe it to
themselves to organize and develop international economic
co-operation. It is at that price and that price alone that
international relations can lead to a world in which
hannony and mutual understanding will reign.

278. That is why we hope that everything will be done to
ensure that the Second United Nations Development
Decade results in more effective international co-operation.

263. Blsewhere, the cessation ofall foreign interference in
the affail'R of Korea repres~nts an important factor for the
maintenance of peace in South-East Asia and througho,ut
theworid.

the not too distant future offer a peaceful solution in that ntany States, including many that had h~J.dback until
part of Asia. recently. From this standpoint we welcome the dialogue

which has begun between the Governments of the United
States and China, and we hope that President Nixon's
forthcoming journey to Peking will contribute to a detente
in that part of the world and to world peace. We are
convinced that, thanks to the profound wisdom of the
peoples of the United States and China, thanks also to the
courage and political realism of their leaders, substantial
progress will be made towards better co-operation and
towards harmolJY between the two peoples.

.
271. That is why my delegation wishes to reaffirm its
conviction of the need to proceed without delay to restore
the lawful rights of the People's Republic of China in the
United Nations. We categorically reject the two Chinas
theory, or the theory of one Taiwan and one China, that
certain Powers are attempting to circulate in our Organiza
tion~ since this could only perpetuate the division of the
people and territory of China.

272. My delegation would here like to salute the dyna
mism and vitality of Chinese diplomacy, which has brought
that great country a flood of recognition on the part of

264. The people and Government of the Islamic Republic
of Mauritania consider that it is the urgent duty of our
Organization not to allow the United Nations flag to
continue to be used to camouflage the presence of foreign
occupation troops in Korea. To restore peace in that
troubled region, it is necessary for the Korean people, free
from all foreign interference, to be able freely to choose
their destiny.

268. But the people and Government of the Islamic
RepUblic of Mauritania wonder how we can seriously
expect real progross in this area in the 'absence of the
greatest human powter, which has now become a nuclear
Power. What real impact can the Treaty on the Non-Pro
liferation of Nuclear Weapons {resolution 2373 (XXII),
annex] have on nuclear disannament so long as the People's
Republic ofChina is not a party to it?

269. Here again the absence of the People's Republic of
China from this Organization represents a major obstacle to
all attempts to achieve real disannament.

270. This illustrates, if any illustration were needed, the
dangerous irrationality of continuing to keep that great
Power outside this Organization.

265. My delegation's concern is not limited to the grave
problems I have mentioned. Quite the contrary.

266. We believe that the probXem of disarmament is of an
urgency which escapes no Member of our Organization.

267. The accumulation and continuous improvement of
weapons of mass destruction is a great danger to the
development and even the survival of mankind. The
considerable sums spent 'i)n annaments dangerously reduce
the investment possib,>:.!ies necessary for the economic and
social progress of developing countries. Moreover, the kind
of balance of terror in which the world lives should give
way to a genuine international detente conducive to better
c6-operation and comprehension among peoples. In other
words, my delegation, so far as it is concerned, supports
any intern ltiona! effort to bring about true general and
complete dlsarmament.
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" ..• no State ~hall organize, assist, foment, finance,
incite or tolerate subversive, tenorist or armed activities
directed towards the violent overthrow of the regime of
another State, or interfere in civil strife in unotner State."

287. I am sure that all the representatives present here are
not unaware of the complexity of the issues to which we
are trying to find a solution in Pakistan. The problems of
reconciling conflicting £conomic, political, cultural and
regional claims within the borders of a country are not
unique' to Pakistan. They are present in all multilingual,
multicultural and multiracial States. Such probleIruI are ,
endemic in bulla itself, although the Foreign Ministler of
India has seen fit to speak of social, politic:'ll and cultural
conditions in my country. I do not propose to speak here
of what has been going on in his country, not that. there is
nbt much to talk about. We all know, and the world knows,
what has been happening to the Mizos and the Nagas in
India. We all know the state of turmoil and civil strife in the
Iudian state of West Bengal, where it has not been possible
for a democratic government to function during the last,
four years. We all know of the demands for recognition of
their rights in south India an.d in the Punjab. But, I have no

''No State has the right to intervene, directly or
indirectly, for any reason whatever, in the internal or
external affairs of any other State. Consequently, armed
intervention and all oilier forms of interference or
attempted threats against the personality of the State or
against its political, economic or cultural elements, are
condemned."

Paragraph 2 reads:

It is noteworthy that India was a member of the Committee
which prepared the Declaration.

"The strict observance of these' obligations is an
essential condition to ensure that nations live together in
peace with one another, since the practice ofany form of
intervention not only violates the spirit and letter of the
Charter of the United Nations but also leads to the
creation of situations which threaten international peace
and security."

Finally, parap,raph 4 states:

of Asian and African States. We ask that this principle be
upheld-not, as was insinuated, because Pakistan has some
thing to conceal-but because the precedent set this
morning by the representative of India will make it
difficult, if not impossible, ~o conduct international rela
tions in an orderly and effective manner.

286. India has intervened in the internal affairs of Pakis
tan, in violation of all norms of international behaviour,
international law and the Charter of the United Nations.
International law places a clear obligation on all' States to
respect the territorial jurisdiction of other States. In
December 1965 the United Nations General Assembly
adopted, with only one dissenting voice, a resolution
entitled "Declaration on' the Inadmissibility of Intervention
in the Domestic Affairs of States.and the Protection of
Their Independence and Sovereignty" / resolution
2131 (XX)]. Paraglaph 1 of that text states:

22

282. We express the sincere hope that each and every
Member State will work to promote respect for the
principles of the Charter and the application of decisions
teken by this Organization. Thus, for the greater good of
mankind, the somewhat eroded confidence of the peoples
in this Organization will be reborn. '

283. The PRESIDENT: There is one speaker who has
expressed the wish to exercise his right of reply. Before I
give him the floor I should like to refer to the decision
taken by the General Assembly at its 1937th plenary
meeting on 24 September 1971 concerning the exercise of
the right of reply. At that time the Assembly confirmed the
decision it had taken at the twenty-fourth session that such
interventions should bp, limited to 10 minutes. I give the
floor to the representative of Pakistan.

tries should unite around common objectives as a powerful
means of ensuring rapid growth. We therefore see the
usefulness of forming groups at the subregion~l, regional
and continental levels. Since they constitute markets and
enable the States belonging to them to harmonize their
developin~nt plans, such groups represent an. appropriate
and useful framework atid their establishment should be
encouraged by the United Nations. Such an approach is
perfectly consistent with our Organization's efforts for
social and economic promotion.

285. This is a principle which is unanimously accepted and
is to be found also in the Charters of the Organization of
African Unity and of the Organization of American States,
as well as other international forums, such as conferences of
heads of State or Government of non-aligned countries and

280. ~his brings me to the end of my statement; however,
I wOllJd not wish to close without paying a resounding
tribute to a man who has compelled the esteem and
gratitude of all nations by his dedication and his service to
the cause of peace'and understanding among men. I refer to
U Thant, Secretary-General of the United Nations, to
whom Mauritania is profoundly grateful and to whom we
feel the most sincere affection. For all these reasons, my
delegation would have'liked to see him continue presiding
over our Organizatipn, carryingon the great work he has so
well begun. The very positive, discreet and effective role
which he has played so admirably has enabled our
Organization to contribute to peace in the world.

281. For despite conflicts and the political and economic
difficulties that sometimes darken the international hori
zon, and despite the weakness it shows'in solving grave
problems, our Organization has, over the past decade,
helped certain States to settle their disputes peacefully.

284. Mr. MAHMUD ALI (pakistan): My delegation ·was
.compelled this morning to raise a point of order in the
course of the state111ent made by the Foreign Minister of
India /1940th meeting]. The greater portion of his speech
was concerned with matters which lie entirely within the
domestic jurisdiction of my country. In raising objection to
this open intervention in Pakistan's affairs, my delegation
was guided by the principle which is stated in categorical
terms in Article 2, paragraph 7, of the United Nations
Charter, namely that the international Organization will not
intervene in the internal affairs ofMember States.
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295. The objective behilld the Indian agitation over the
events in Pakistan is transparent and, indeed, self-confessed.
The Washington Post of 2 April quoted an IncLJn official as
saying that that had not been reporting, it had been
psychological warfare.

296. A foreign observer, Mr. Bruno D. Hammel, wrote, in
the Letters to The Editor section of The Times of London

· of 17 April that the Indian Press

,:... seem to have lost all sense of responsibility. Wanting
news, one got instead a mass of hysterical rumours.
Statements of fact proved, nine times out of 10, to be
unconfirmed and contradictory. Any assertion, so long as
it was inflammatory and without evidem~e, was sure of
space."

· 297. The Foreign Minister of India spoke of the great
burden his country is bearing in having to feed the Pakistani
refugees. He mentioned the number as being over 9 million.
He stated that they are still continuing to cross the borders
in the thousands. He asked for some $800 million as the
cost of their upkeep during the coming six months. This
figure is ·astounding in itself, even if one were not to
question the figure of 9 million refugees put forward 'by
India, because, if I am not wrong, the total budget of the
Government of India for the current year, for running a
country of 500 million people, amounts to $4,000 million.

298. It has become imperative as a preliminary to arrang
ing for their return to carry out an impartial and accurate.
count of the number of people who left their homes in
Pakistan and are now living in refugee camps in India. My
Government has carried out a careful count and has found
that, as of 1 SepteIl\ber 1971, the number of Pakistanis
who had left totalled 2,002,623. We are not asking that our
count be taken on trust. On the contrary, we have
reque8ted the Secretary-General of the United Nations to
nOlninate any'impartial agency to verify this figure. We are
prepared to give such an agency every facility for carrying
out a check on the spot. I should be glad to hear the
Foreign Minister of India giving a similar assurance on his
Government's behalf. It would also be possible for such an '
impartial ap,ency to observe for itself whether the move
ment of displaced persons is continuing at the rate alleged
by India, or whether it is continuing at all. In asking for an
independent ~rification of the exact number of refugees, it
is by no means my intention to miturnize the seriousness of
the human problem which a large-scale movement of people
involves. It is tragic but unavoidahle that people residing in
those areas which are or may be the scene of a conflict will
leave their homes to escape death or the effects of the
strife. The numbers of those who are so' displaced in
consequence of the conflict are determined by the density
of the population and by the degree of fear which is
generated in the minds of the people. Such fear can be
generated only when they are constantly told that they will

· be the victims ofa planned massacre. ' .;'

intentio~ here to delve into these matters and I certainly do secessionist elew~nts as an arsenal for storing weapons and
not propose to use the forum of this august Assembly to explosives received from outside the country, nevertheless
make propaganda against my neighbour as, unfortunately, stands intact and has been functioning normally. The
the Foreign Minister of India saw fit to do. intellectuals who were reported as killed by IndianpubU

city media are alive and leading normal lives, as was stat~d

in an advertisement which was published in The New York
Times some months ago.

288. The basic factors of the prevailing situation in
Pakistan are, I am sure, not unknown to the distinguished
representatives here. Although these have been clouded by
a storm of propaganda and vituperation ofwhich we heard
an example this moming.

294. A curfew waa completely lifted in the city of Dacca
within less than a week after the army initiated action. The
University of Dacca, part:; of which had been used by the.

292. The Indian Parliament adopted a resolution, moved .
by the Indian Prime Minister herself, declaring support for
the so-called Bangladesh. A vast and orchestrated campaign
was set in motion radiating falsehoods, half-truths and
calumnies fabricated in Calcutta and other places in India.
Accounts were published of pitched battles in East Pakis
tan. Tales were told of arbitrary executions and large-scale
killings, and so on. It was said that the University of Dacca
was ra.zed to the ground, that intellectuals had been singled
out and put to death before the eyes of their families, that
the port of Chittagong was in shambles.

293. Let' me quote the opinion of an Indian newspaper on
the subject. The Statesman of New Delhi wrote on 4 April
1971 that many of the claims contained a measure of
exaggeration if not outright invention that must have been
clear even when they were made. Subsequent reports have
shown that there was much wishful thinking, both among
those \...·ho made those claims and among the listeners in
India, who accepted them without reservation.

291. It is in these circumstances that President Yahya

\
Khan, who had held elections in the country, was com
pelled to order the armed forces to do their duty, namely, to
preserve the solid&rity and integrity of Pakistan. We found
that the reaction in India was almost instantaneous. There
was at the time no problem of refugees, which the Foreign
Minister of India has put forward this morning as an excuse
for meddling in Pakistan's internal affah'S:

289. 'the cardinal fact is that general elections WE:re held
throughout Pakistan in December last. These elections were
held on the basis of adult franchise. What happened

. thereafter was that the legitimate aspirations of the people
of Pakistan for a democratic and federal type of Constitu
tion which would have given a full measure of autonomy to
the units were escalated into a move inspired and organized
from outside for breaking up the country. Violence was let
loose in East Pakistan. Massacres were perpetrated and the
lbes and honour not only of those who opposed secession
but of ordinary citizens also. were placed in jeopardy.

290. The President of Pakistan pursued his search for a .
negotiated settlement among the political parties concerned
until the very last moment, when the refusal of the leader
of the political party which had won the majority of seats
in the National Assembly to participate in the work of the
Assembly made it clear that the objective was not to frame
:\ Constitution for Pakistan but to engineer secession by
violent means.

'.
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308. Let me say on behalf of my country that we have no
intention cf allowing anyone to put our independence and
integrity into jeopardy. What my country has to face today
is not merely the sort of invective we heard this morning, .
but a well-planned military effort to break it asunder. The .
borders of East Pakistan with West Bengal and Assam are
scenes of daily bombardment. On more than one occasion
the Indian regular troops, who~e strength in the area was
increased even before the crisis broke out and has been
augmented to 200,000 since then, the so-called liberation
forces have been trained and equipped and paid by the
Indian Government.

307. If there was any doubt about what the Foreign
~ister of India meant this morning when he called for a
political solution of the Pakistan crisis, this statement ofhis
colleague of the Defence Ministry has supplied the answer.

305. It is paradoxical that, while Indian representatives
come before this forum to' obtain the sympathy' of
Members for the plight of the refugees, India is unwilling to
accept any constructive proposal whi~h would enlist the
h~lp of this Organization in ending the suffering of these
innocent human beings. Why is it that the Government of
India found it impossible to accept the presence of United
Nations observers on its side of the border, when Pakistan,
which has been freely accused of perpetrating all kinds of
horrors against its people, did not hesitate to permit the
stationing of United Nations observers on its side of the
border?

306. The reason for India's withholding of co-operation is
obvious. India wishes to conceal from world opinion the
fact that by its actions it has converted that part of the
world into an area of armed conflict. Under the pretext of
humanitarian assistance, India is providing arms, training
and assistance to the secessionist forces who have found
sanctuary in India. I shall once again cite an Ind.ian source
to explain the paradox. Speaking at a meeting in Delhi on
18 September 1971, that is about a week ago, no less a
person than the Defence Minister of India said that the

, refugees could return to their homeland "only when it
became an independent nation". He went on to say that it
was not conceivable that Pakistan would grant indepen
dence to Bangladesh, but that we would have to work
towards a situation in which Pakistan would be left with no
alternative.

"My appeal was addressed to all Pakistani nationals,
irrespective of caste, creed or religion. Members of the'
minority community should have no hesitation in return
ing to their homes in East Pakistan. They will be given
full protection and every facility. They are equal citizens
of Pakistan, and there is no question of any discrimina
tory treatment. I asked them not to be misled by
mischievous propaganda being conducted outside Pakis
tan. The Government of Pakistan has established 21
reception centres along the border to provide relief~

supplies and transport to their homes to returning
refugees. As a further instance of Pakistan's armistice, a
general amnesty was declared for all classes of people,
including military deserters> and those who had been
detained in Pakistan for involvement in insurgency have
been released.u

304. The Government of East Pakistan has invited the
compe.tent authorities of the Government of India to a
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299. Such was the reacti~n-of hi.e Indian Prit';le Minister to ~onference where measures could be devised to fulfIl this
the appeal which President Yahya Khan made to the purpose. The President of Pakistan has .expressed his
refugees to return to their homes. She said, "I will not willingness to meet the Indian Prime Minister at any time
allow the refugees to go back to be butcheredH

• and at any place to discuss the question. However, India has
so far refused to co-operate not only with Pakistan but also
with all impartial efforts to bring about the return of the
refugees. As I have. said, India has refused the Secretary--
General's proposal to station representatives of the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees on both sides of
the border. It has not agreed to Pakistan's suggestion that a
good-offices committee of the Security Council should be
sent to help :n reducing tensions between India and
Pakistan. It has refused permission to the members of an
Islamic Secretariat delegation to tour refugee camps in West
Bengal, and has refused t( meet at the conference table

, with the representatives of my Government.

300. The crux of the situation is this. Pakistan is desirous
and detennined to see that all those ~;\I~li<.1 left the country
for one reason Or another should return as soon as possible
to their homes and occupations. Concrete measures have
been taken to facilitate their return. In his appeal of 18
June, President Yahya Khan said:

303. W(>i have undertaken all these measures for the speedy
repatriation of our citizens who are now in l':\dia, and it is
worth mentioning that to the extent that these measures
have become known to the refugp€ls, the refugees are
beginning to return to. their homes. At the last count,
approximately 200,000 had returned. The repatriation of
all the refugees would be more speedily accomplished if the
necessary co-operation were forthcoming from India.

301. In his'address to tne nation on 28 June, the President
ofPakistan said:

"We shall gladly and gratefully accept any assistance the
United Nations can extend in facilitating the move of
these displaced persons back to Pakistan."

Consequently, the Government of Pakistan has extended
full co-operation to the Secretary-General and the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees in devising meas
ures for resettling the refugees in their homes. A special
committee has been set-up in East Pakistan to co-ordinate
th.e Administration's efforts with those of the United
Nations and its agencies.

302. The Government of Pakistan accepted within 24
hours the Secretary·General's proposal of 19 July for the
stationing of representatives of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees on both sides of the border to
facilitate the repatriation of refugees. It should be noted
that India peremptorily rejected this proposal. The Govern
ment of Pakistan has also agreed that a number of United
Nations personnel should be posted in East Pakistan to
assist the Administration in relief znd rehabilitation opera
tions.

, ', '



315. As I have said before, the Government of Pakistan is
doing everything possible to bring about the repatriation of
the refugees to their homes in East Pakistan. It is also fully
conscious of the need to restore normalcy in the country in
order to ensure the well-being of the refugees as well as the
rest of the people ofPakistan.

316. The President of Pakistan, in his address to the
nation on 28 June, has himself expressed the view that
normalcy would not return without the full participation of
the people. He has made substantial progress towards
ushering in a government representative of the people. Asa
first step, a civil administration has been installed in East
Pakistan which is headed by a prominent East Pakistani and
includes permanent members of the former Awami League.
By-elections to those seats, whose incumbents were dis
qualified for involvement in the insurgency and other
crimes, have been scheduled for the month of November. A
provisional constitution is being framed which will attempt
to satisfy two basic imperatives: regional autonomy and
preservation of the territorial integrity of Pakistan. The
National Assembly will have the power to' amend the
provisional constitution by a relatively simple procedure.
The Foreign Minister of India described all this as "eye
wash" [1940th meeting, para. 76}.

321. If a conflict between India and' Pakistan is to be
avoided, the international community must impress upon

317. If conditions in Pakistan were truly as he described,
press censorship would not have been removed; foreign
obs,ervers, United Nations personnel and the International
Committee of the Red Cross would 110t have been allowed
into East Pakistan. If violence is continuing, it is the result
of India's action in encouraging, abetting and assisting in
sabotage within East Pakistan.

318. The borders continue to remain tense and Indian
shelling and mortaring are daily occurrences.

319. The preservation of orderly conduct of relations
~mong States is based on the strict observance of the
principle of respect for the territorial integrity of States and
non-interference in the affairs of each other. India's current
actions violate both these principles. Which among the
States represented here is willing to condone external
interference in its internal affairs? Which State among this
Assembly is willing to overlook such interference when its
design is the territorial dismemberment of another coun
try? Is India p!epared to submit to such interference in its
internal affairs? Is it to be said that secession is rebellion at
home but self-determination abroad?

320. Let me make it clear on behalf of my Government
that Pakistan will take all measures to ensure the return of
its displaced citizens to their homes. We are determined to
live as a nation, one, whole and free, and in peace with
other peaceful neighbours. But Pakistan is also determined
not to allow anyone to put in question its territorial and
national existence.

~'The Indian roads leading north from Calcutta to
points along the border already look like a supply route.
Bengali trucks can be seen heading into Indian towns for
fresh suppli\~s-carrying empty fuel drums and ammuni
tion boxes. Bengali independence forces have set up
camps near Irl'dian border posts, which probably explains
some of the brief shooting incidents recently between
Indian and Pakistani troops.

Uln Calcutta, capital of the West Bengal State, there are
many stories of new instances of Indian military assist
ance. One report is that Indian ammunition factories are
turning out weapons and ammunition without Indian
markings. Another is that Indian officers accompanied a
large guerilla force on a raid last week on a Pakistani army
garrison."
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309. The New York Times of 29 April 1971 contained a good offices committee. If the Government of India is
report which stated: unwilling, for whatever reason, to sit across the table from

Pakistan, let it accept the good offices of the Security
Council.

310. I do not know whether the Foreign Minister of India
will come back to this rostrum to deny these charges. He
himself, speaking in the Indian Parliament on 20 July,
declared: "India is doing everything possible to support the
Liberation Army"; yet he came here this morning and
stated that India does not interfere in the internal affairs of
its neighbours and that its actions are inspired only by the
most noble and lofty motives.. He portrayed India as an
innocent, helpless victim of Pakistan's internal difficulties.

"What India must realize is the fact that the break-up of
Pakistan is in our own interest, an opportunity the like of :
which will never come again. If Pakistan breaks up and we '
ensure friendly relations with Bangladesh, it will solve the
problem of security fot India."

311. I daresay that this hall of the United Nations has
echoed frequently with such preachings. Allow me to say
that the halo of saintliness which India is trying to hold
over its head ill becomes its actual role in the present
situation. It is not humanitarian concern for refugees which
has sent Indian emissaries and propagandists all over the
world in the last four months. The real motive is India's
long-standing and unfulfilled wish to isolate, weaken and, if
possible, to put an end to Pakistan as a nation. Mr. Sub
ramaniam of the Indian Institute of Defence did not mince
matters. He said:

312. Another Indian political thinker saw in Pakistan's
disintegration the road to great-Power status for India in
this region.

313. The Foreign Minister of India spoke in a plaintive
tone of the'setback that his country's economy has received
on account of the influx of refugees. As for Pakistan, let me
assure him and the other representatives here that Pakil)tan
is ready and willing to take every one of its citizens baclr. If
India wishes to be relieved of the burden and the problem
of maintaining them-as it ought to-let it giv-e unstinted
co-operation to that end.

314. My Government. has said that it is ready to sit down
and discuss with India the beat manner for bringing the
refugees back. My Government has asked the Security
Council to assist in the task with a specially designated
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324. On behalf of my Govemme'nt, I wish to express
Pakistan's readiness to go along with all such reasonable
suggestions to solve the question of refugees.

325. The PRESIDENT: I would ask the revresentative of
India if he would like to exercise his right of reply) but the
time is already too late. But tomorrow I shall allow him the
same time as the representative of Pakistan has used just
now. I must apologize to the Assembly; I had decided to
allow the representative of Pakistan only 10 minutes, but
he asked for 20 minutes. Theref::>re, tomorrow I shall) of
COUfil~. allow the representative of India 20 minutes in
which to exercise his right of reply. .

The meeting rose at 6.50 p.m.
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India the serious implication of its policies and call upon it to bring &bout the repatriation of refugees that we fully
to eschew these policies. . share your view. '

Litho in Uni¢ed Nations, New York

322. Mr. President, in a press conference on 22 Septem
ber, you stated:

BThisrefugee problem is a humanitarian problem. We
~nust solve it. The entire world must help to solve it. But
if you look at it from a political point of view, if you
b:dng it to a d"bate; then there wlll be no end. The
question is how to solve it quickly. That is why; in this
case, I belie"e it is ~nuch petter that we have brhind·the·
scenes d1SCusgiori~. We mUst persuad~ Pakistan and India
to get together and see how they can limit the political
probl~ms.u

323. It should be apparent, from the willingness which my
Govemment has shown to co-operate in finding means to
reduce the present tensions between India and Pakistan and
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